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Abstract

Nowadays people often interact with multiple devices or with a single device performing multiple tasks. In such a multitasking context, the amount of cognitive resources required from each task (cognitive load) influences the activity of the attentional mechanisms of the user. In particular, focusing attention on a “main” task (e.g. driving a car) may be impeded by a secondary “distractor” task (e.g. using a GPS naviga- tor system) with a high cognitive load. Moreover, the cognitive resource that is mostly involved in interactions with computers and other technological devices is the human working memory, which is a volatile memory with a limited capacity used to store and process the information necessary for performing a task. The concurrent use of such a resource might cause memory overloading and might get the users to forget useful information for the interaction with one of the systems. When human multitasking involves safety-critical tasks, failure to devote sufficient attention to some tasks (the safety-critical ones) could have serious consequences.

To study these kinds of problem we define a formal model of safety-critical human multitasking which describes the cognitive processes involved in HCI and the switching of attention among concurrent tasks. The model describes the attention attractiveness of each task as a factor proportional to the task cognitive load, its criticality and the time it was ignored during the interaction. The model builds on classical results from applied psychology on selective attention and working memory.

We implement the model through a simulator, which allows us to get a quick feedback about whether a human can safely perform multiple such tasks at the same time, and as an executable formal framework in Real-Time Maude, which enables us to analyse safety-critical human multitasking through simulation and reachability analysis.

We validate the model against data collected from an experimental study with real users involved in the interaction with two concurrent tasks.

We show how a number of prototypical multitasking problems can be analysed in Real-Time Maude by studying: (i) the interaction with a GPS navigation system while driving, (ii) a medical operator setting multiple infusion pumps simultaneously, and (iii) some typical scenarios involving human errors in air traffic control.
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Nowadays we often interact with multiple devices or with a single device performing multiple tasks at the same time. Multitasking has become surprisingly present in our life and we are used to think that carrying out more tasks simultaneously is equivalent to optimise time: keeping up several instant message conversations at once, answering an e-mail while listening to a talk at a conference, hanging out with social network while watching television, “jumping” from a website to another while completing homework assignments, just to give some examples.

However, despite what most of us could believe, the multitasking performance takes a toll on productivity and psychologists who study the mental processes involved in multitasking have found that the human mind and brain are not designed for doing more than one task at a time [78, 90]. We cannot focus on more than one thing at a time, what we can do is switch from one task to another with extraordi-
nary speed, since all these tasks use the same part of the brain [55].

1.1 Cognitive Flexibility

What we usually call multitasking is actually what researchers call cognitive flexibility\(^1\), and it is the mental capability to switch between different activities in a conscious or unconscious way. Cognitive flexibility requires that each task in a quotidian sequence have an appropriate configuration of mental resources [80]: each time we choose the tasks to be performed we exercise an intentional control to select and devise a suitable task-set for our goals [49].

One of the main resources to be shared in such multitasking contexts is the working memory – a cognitive system responsible for the transient holding and processing of pieces of information needed to perform a task – together with the human selective attention – a selective activity whose purpose is to focus on one element of the environment while ignoring the others. According to the Norman and Shallice theory [83], the main role of attention is in the controlling of action and such actions can be executed under two levels of cognitive control: during automatic control actions come in fast succession with no consciousness, namely with no need of attention; in contrast, during deliberate control, actions are carried out under the intentional control of the individual, who deliberately directs the attention to them.

For instance, when we buy a new mobile phone and we “learn” to use it, we need to make a conscious effort and direct attention to each action we perform on the new device: while learning how to use the new messaging application, when learning to save a new phone number, and so on. In such case we act under deliberate control. When the learning process is completed, we act in a automatic way, without overthinking the actions we want to perform; in such case we act under automatic control.

Researchers identify two different “modes” of executing multiple tasks at a time, denoted concurrent processing and sequential processing [93, 113]. The concurrent

\(^1\) From here onward we will continue to call it multitasking for the sake of simplicity
processing paradigm primarily focuses on dual tasking: two tasks are performed “simultaneously” although at a degraded level (e.g., driving while conversing or mind wandering). Under such paradigm, it is possible to perform two actions at the same time since one of the two (or even both) is performed under automatic control, thus the selective attention is not actually shared among the two tasks.

In contrast, the sequential processing mode is used when more than two tasks have to be performed and one task is chosen at a time while other tasks idle. Sequential task performance is characterised, in turn, by different paradigms:

- **Interruption management**: the user executes two tasks, referred as an ongoing task and an interrupting task. Researchers focus on the time to switch from one to another, the time to resume the ongoing task after an interruption, and the quality of both tasks.

- **Supervisory sampling and control**: the user interacts with a display or an instrument panel, where an instrument might serve different tasks. Researchers focus on the user selection strategy between tasks.

- **Strategic task overload model**: tasks are characterised by attractiveness factors which drive the user attention. Researchers focus on the time spent on a task rather than in other.

- **Voluntary task switching**: the user is allowed to switch from one task to other whenever and however he/she wants. A dominant theory based on such paradigm is the theory of threaded cognition, where task selection is determined by the availability of resources which cannot be shared among tasks.

### 1.2 Safety-Critical Human Multitasking

When in a multitasking scenario some of the tasks are safety-critical, then failures to perform the tasks correctly and timely (e.g., due to cognitive overload or giving
too much attention to other tasks) could have dangerous consequences. Therefore, we call safety-critical Human Multitasking a situation where a person interacts with a safety-critical system while using other less critical devices. For instance, pilots usually reprogram the flight management system while communicating via radio and monitoring flights instruments [47]. Operators of critical medical devices, such as infusion pumps, often have to retrieve patient-specific parameters by accessing the hospital database on a different device while setting the safety-critical system. A driver often interacts with the GPS navigation system and/or the infotainment system while driving. Finally, astronauts must manage multiple (possibly safety-critical) tasks: e.g., during docking, they need to control the speed via RCS rockets while estimating the distance to the docket port, dealing with weightlessness and possibly communicating in a foreign language.

Human multitasking could cause the memory to overload (too much information to process/remember), which leads to forgetting/mistaking useful information to complete critical tasks. For instance, [74] reports that during a routine surgery, the ventilator which helps the patient to breathe was turned off to take an X-ray without blurring the picture. However, the X-ray jammed, and the anesthesiologist who went to fix the X-ray forgot to turn on the ventilator, leading to the patient’s death. Again, in [32], the cause of 139 deaths while using an infusion pump are analysed, and it is found that 67 are caused by operator distractions while 10 are caused by problems with the device itself. Similar examples can be found in the context of aviation [6, 101] and car driving [46].

In addition to memory overload, human multitasking may also lead to cognitive overload when some tasks are too cognitively demanding, which could lead to ignoring the critical tasks for too long or in a crucial moment while focusing attention on less critical tasks. For instance, while reprogramming the flight management system, the pilot could miss something important on the flight instruments. Or again, if the interface of the virtual clinical folder requires too much attention, the medical operator could make some mistake while setting the infusion pump. Finally, an infotainment system which attracts the driver’s attention during a road curve could cause a car accident.
1.3 Thesis Contribution

In the context presented above, there is, therefore, a clear need to analyse not only the functionality of single devices but also to analyse whether a human can safely use multiple devices/systems at the same time. Such study requires understanding how the human cognitive processes work when users concurrently interact with multiple systems, and how human attention is directed at the different tasks.

Moreover, we focus on whether some tasks properties could affect the addressing of attention to them. In particular, the cognitive load of a task (i.e., a measure of its complexity in terms of frequency and difficulty of the memory activities it requires to perform [13]) is a crucial parameter when deciding to which task direct the human attention. Finally, how much a user could perceive a task as safety-critical and how long he/she could ignore a task, are other crucial parameters which could affect the execution of the tasks.

Formal Model

We propose a formal model of safety-critical human multitasking which is an extension of the cognitive framework proposed by Cerone for the analysis of interactive systems [29]. As in that work, our model includes the description of the human working memory and of the other cognitive processes involved in the interaction with a device. However, Cerone only considers the interaction with a single device, while we focus on multitasking. Moreover, our model also captures the limitations of the working memory, enabling us to reason about hazards caused by memory overload, and includes timing features, enabling us to reason about hazards caused by cognitive overload. We selected the framework proposed by Cerone as a starting point since, given the problem of studying multitasking, we decided to extend an existing model which describes at least in part some of the cognitive mechanisms involved in human-machine interaction (e.g., the memory system and its action mechanism) and which provides a formal model that can be subjected to a set of formal analyses, in order to systematically and automatically check whether the model meets given properties.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The semantics of the safety-critical human multitasking model is defined as a probabilistic transition system, whose transition relation is defined by a set of inference rules. Each rule models a different cognitive processes involved in multitasking.

The multitasking paradigm underlying our model is the voluntary task switching. In particular, in our model each task is characterised by an attention attraction factor computed as the product of the three main quantities: the cognitive load of the task, its criticality level, and the time the task has been ignored. At each step of the interaction each task has a probability to be executed – i.e., it will be the task to which the user will direct his/her attention – proportional to such attention attraction factor.

SIMULATOR AND MODEL VALIDATION

We implement a simplified version of the model as a Java simulator, that can be used to have a quick feedback on whether users can safely complete multiple tasks at the same time.

We use the simulator to validate the model against data gathered from an experimental study we conducted. Namely, a web application has been devised in collaboration with psychologists and used to administrate a test to real users. Users were asked to interact with two tasks concurrently: a critical task and a “distractor” task with different levels of cognitive load.

The collection of the real users performance data, of the data of some of their personal characteristics, and of the data on how they perceive the criticality and the difficulty of tasks, enables us to identify 6 typologies of users. According to each typology characteristics and to each different level of cognitive load we then implement a different test with our simulator. The results of our simulations agree with the data gathered from the experimental study.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Real-Time Maude Executable Framework

We implement the multitasking model in Real-Time Maude [84, 86], a rewriting logic language and tool which extends Maude [33] to support the formal specification and analysis of real-time systems.

The Real-Time framework enables us to analyse safety-critical human multitasking through simulation, and reachability analysis. Moreover, we show that Real-Time Maude can be used to study a number of prototypical multitasking problems.

Case Studies

Finally, we illustrate our framework by modelling and analysing three case studies:

1. the interaction of a user with a GPS navigation system while driving;
2. a medical operator setting multiple infusion pumps simultaneously;
3. some typical concurrent tasks of an air traffic control operator.

We apply model checking to show that:

- the cognitive load of the GPS navigation system could cause the driver to keep the focus away from driving for too long or in a crucial moment;
- distractions and memory overload could cause an air traffic controller to make critical mistakes
- a given multitasking strategy could cause the memory overload and lead the medical operator to forget important information for the safety of the patient

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is organised in 7 chapters, plus introduction and conclusion.
Chapter 2 provides some background concepts useful for understanding the rest of the thesis. The chapter is divided into three main sections, one presenting the cognitive background, the others presenting some technical background. In particular, in Section 2.1 it is described how the human memory works and it is divided into separate types, and how human attention works in multitasking contexts. Moreover, it gives an overview of the psychological literature taken into account by the thesis. Section 2.2 recalls some definitions of transition systems. Section 2.3 presents some background concepts on Real-Time Maude by showing how the Maude modules are specified and how the formal analysis can be performed with it.

Chapter 3 presents the state of the art in the modelling of human-machine interaction, with a particular emphasis on models which focus on the cognitive aspects involved in the interaction. Some of the models presented support only simulation (Section 3.1), others provide a formal model which can be also subject to a range of formal analysis (Section 3.2). Finally, in Section 3.3, we discuss the limitations of the presented models.

Chapter 4 contains the main contribution of the thesis: the formal model of human multitasking. In particular, we formally define the syntax of the model, and its semantics given in terms of a purely probabilistic transition system.

Chapter 5 describes our Java simulator. Chapter 6 shows the model validation. The chapter is divided into three main sections: in Section 6.1 we present the experimental study, in Section 6.2 we present the design of the simulation experiments, finally in Section 6.3 we show the results obtained.

Chapter 7 presents the implementation of the model in Real-Time Maude, and it shows how all the inference rules presented in Chapter 4 are implemented as Real-Time Maude rules.

Chapter 8 shows the use of our model in three different application domains: the interaction of a user with a GPS while driving, a medical operator setting multiple infusion pumps at the same time, and some typical concurrent tasks of an air traffic control operator.

Finally, Chapter 9 presents the conclusion of the thesis and depicts possible fu-
1.5 Publications

Part of the material presented in this thesis has appeared in some publications or has been submitted for publication in:


2
Background

IN THIS CHAPTER, we present the necessary background to understand the rest of the thesis. Section 2.1 introduces some basic concepts on cognitive psychology and focuses on human memory and on human selective attention. Section 2.2 presents some background concept on (probabilistic) transition systems, in particular we recall the definitions of transition system, labelled transition system, and probabilistic transition system. Section 2.3 presents some background concepts on Real-Time Maude.

2.1 Cognitive Background

The reflection about the human mind and its processes grows since the times of ancient Greeks: in 387 BC Plato suggests that the brain is the seat of the men-
tal processes. Over years many debates arise regarding whether human beliefs are solely experiential (empiricism) or are native (nativism). In the 20th century the development of computer science lead to reflection about the parallelism between human brain and computers. In 1959 Chomsky’s critique of empiricism [30] initiates what is now known as the “cognitive revolution”. With Neisser book [82] the term cognitive psychology comes into common use.

Cognitive psychology is the study of higher mental processes such as attention, language use, memory, perception, problem solving, creativity and thinking ¹.

2.1.1 Memory System

Memory is the capability to encode, store and maintain and subsequently recall information and past experiences in human brain. The encoding stage consists in the translation of the environmental information in a meaningful entity; the storing and maintaining stage consists in the retention in time of stored information; the recalling stage consists in the recovery from the memory of information earlier encoded and stored. Memory might fail in each of these three stages.

Each of these three stages of memory are related to a different type of memory: sensory memory, short term memory and long term memory. Such model as sequence of types/stages of memory is known as the multi-store model, after Richard Atkinson and Richard Shiffrin described it in 1968 [5], and it is the most popular model for studying memory.

The main principles of the Atkinson-Shiffrin theory stated that:

• When an environmental stimulus is detected by senses it is immediately available in the sensory memory, which is actually composed of multiple registers, one for each sense.

The sensory registers detect and hold information for using them in short-term memory. Information are only transferred to the short-term memory

when attention is addressed to it, otherwise they decay rapidly (in about seconds) and they are forgotten.

- The short term memory (STM) stores all the sensory information to which is given attention. Information stored in the short term memory decay in approximately 20 seconds, it is nevertheless possible to maintain them in STM if they are actively rehearsed through attention. Information in STM do not have to be of the same type as their sensory input (e.g., written text which enters in STM visually can be held as auditory information).

There is a limit to the amount of information that can be held in STM, generally referred as memory span. In [77], psychologist George Miller suggested that STM has a memory span of seven items plus or minus two. Such items can be organised in higher order cognitive representation, such as when a person has to remember a telephone number and he/she gathers together digits’ groups; this phenomenon is called chunking.

- The long term memory (LTM) is where all knowledge of a subject is stored. Information enters in LTM from STM through the process of consolidation, that is the processes of stabilising a memory item after the initial acquisition, involving rehearsal and meaningful association. Long-term memory is assumed to be almost limitless in its duration and capacity: generally brain structures start to deteriorate and fail before any limit of learning is reached. Over the years, several types of LTM have been recognised:

  - Declarative Memory is the memory of events explicitly stored in memory which can be deliberately recalled.
  
  - Procedural Memory is the memory of skills and competence (e.g. the usage of objects or body’s movements) which once learned become automatic.
  
  - Prospective Memory is the memory of action to be performed in the future.
Retrospective Memory is the memory of events experienced in the past. Other models of human memory are present in literature; specifically, a number of theorists consider the memory system as levels of processing \([42, 98, 103, 107]\). According to such theorists, the memory activity deals with the analysis of stimuli at a number of levels. The preliminary stages are concerned with the preliminary analysis of physical and sensory features (e.g. lines, angles, brightness, pitch, loudness). The later levels are concerned with matching the input against stored abstraction from past learning. The persistence of the memory traces is a function of the depth of the analysis: the deeper is the analysis the longer lasting and stronger is the trace. According to such a theory, memory is viewed as a continuum from the transient traces of the sensory analysis to the longer lasting traces of the semantic-associative analysis.

We use the multi-store model \([5]\) as a cognitive basis for our framework since it is the most widely accepted approach for describing and studying memory \([42]\).

**Working Memory**

The term *working memory* (WM) is often used to refer to STM although some neuro-psychological studies show that the two forms of memory are distinct, in particular since they arise from different neural subsystems within the prefrontal cortex \([45]\).

Several models have been proposed to explain how WM works, the most influential is the *multi-component model* proposed by Baddeley and Hitch in 1974 \([9]\). The theory proposes a model composed of three components: the *central executive* functioning as control center and two “slave systems”, the *phonological loop* and the *visuospatial sketchpad*, responsible for the short term maintenance of information.

The central executive directs attention to relevant information and coordinates cognitive processes when more than one task is simultaneously performed. The phonological loop stores phonological information and the visuospatial sketchpad stores visual and spatial information. They both refresh continuously items to prevent their decay.
Therefore, WM refers to the cognitive system responsible for transient holding, processing and manipulation of information. The main difference between STM and WM is that STM is only involved in the short term storage of information, while WM is a short term memory buffer that allows for processing and manipulation of information \[40, 45\].

WM span has proven to be highly predictive of performance in reading comprehension \[43\], the processing of ambiguous syntactic constructions \[79\], reasoning \[11, 69\] and complex learning \[102\].

**Working Memory Span Tasks**

*Working memory span tasks* (WMST) are tasks used to measure the performance of the working memory. Such tasks are widely used in cognitive psychology \[38\] since WM plays an important role in a wide range of complex cognitive behaviours, such as comprehension, reasoning, and problem solving \[50\], and it is an important individual variable in general intellectual ability \[36, 37, 51\].

These tasks were designed from the perspective of Baddeley and Hitch theory \[9\] to measure how much the WM would allow the organism to keep active and accessible in memory task-relevant information while executing complex cognitive tasks (i.e. tasks which requires complex processing activities). Therefore, to measure the WM performance and not only the capacity of the short-term store.

WMST were created to require not only information maintenance, but also the concurrent processing of additional information \[28, 43, 108\]. Such tasks involve performing two sequential activities: one mnemonic activity which imposes the memorisation and recall of a set of elements (such as digits or words); and one secondary activity which imposes a processing operation (e.g. comprehending sentences, verifying equations, or enumerating an array of shapes). Participants are asked to see or hear a sequence of elements spaced by a processing operation. At the end of each trial they have to recall the sequence correctly (which means recall the correct elements and in the correct order), with increasingly longer sequences being tested in each trial (from two to five elements per trial).
As regards the score, there are two sources of data: one from the processing activity of the task and one from the mnemonic activity. However, a number of evidence from studies on adults supports the common procedure of not considering the processing activities while calculating the WM score. First, the processing precision is typically close to the ceiling since the task instructions accentuate the accuracy in the processing activity in order to ensure that the subjects commit to the secondary tasks. Second, the performance in the processing activity correlates positively with the performance in the mnemonic activity: subjects who recall the most number of elements also are most accurate in the processing activity [62, 109].

With the traditional scoring method, subjects are assigned a quasi-absolute span score [43, 109]. The task continues until the subject’s accuracy falls below a certain threshold: the last item size recalled with a specific probability is the span score. A problem with this absolute scoring method is that the difficulty of an item may vary and compromise the score reliability. For instance, longer sentences in a reading span task could decrease the number of elements recalled [104–106]; similarly, the display duration for each sentence, or the semantic similarity of the stimuli, could have an influence on the mnemonic performance [39].

Another scoring method is to assign to responses to each element (to be recalled) a number (e.g. 1 for the correct answers and 0 for the incorrect answers); such a number varies according to the scoring method chosen. There exist four different scoring procedures using this method:

- Unit scoring methods:
  1. Partial-credit unit scoring (PCU) expresses the mean proportion of elements within an item that were recalled correctly
  2. All-or-nothing unit scoring (ANU) expresses the proportion of items for which all the elements were recalled correctly

- Load-weighted scoring methods:
1. Partial-credit load scoring (PCL) represents the sum of correctly recalled elements from all items, regardless of whether the items are perfectly recalled or not.

2. All-or-nothing load scoring (ANL) represents the sum of the correctly recalled elements from the items in which all the elements are recalled in correct serial order.

Load-weighted scoring is rarely used, since assigning a greater weight to harder items is useless: all items within a task are supposed to measure the same underlying ability, that is the memorisation of elements in the face of concurrent processing. Therefore, unit scoring is preferred and, among them, empirical results favour partial-credit unit scoring \[38\].

The PCU for each user is computed as follows:

$$PCU = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{b_i}{a_i}}{N}$$

where \(N\) is the number of items, \(b_i\) the number of elements correctly recalled, and \(a_i\) the number of elements to recall. In Table 2.1.1 it is presented an example of the PCU score for a WM span task.

Cognitive Load and Visual Selective Attention

One important assumption in the multi-component theory is that information in WM decays over time, unless it is prevented by rehearsal. There are several theories about the nature of such decay, the most elaborate is the “Time-Based Resource Sharing Model” \[13\].

The theory builds on the following principles:

1. Items stored in WM are subject to processing and maintenance activities;

2. Processing and maintenance activities both use the same cognitive resource, that is **attention**: when there are small time intervals in which the processing
activities do not require such resource, such time can be used for maintenance activities, namely to refresh memory traces.

3. When attention is drawn away from maintenance activities, items in WM suffer of a time-related decay;

4. Processing activities which require items’ retrieval from LTM have a detrimental effect on maintenance activities;

5. It is not possible to perform multiple items’ retrievals at the same time.

Barrouillet et al. define an indicator, called cognitive load (CL), for measuring the temporal density of attentional demand for each task. Specifically, CL gives a measure of the total amount of time during which maintenance of items in WM is impeded, and thus it provides a measure of how much a task is cognitively demanding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>item</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCU = 0.85
\( \frac{10.16}{12} \)

**Table 2.1.1:** Example of PCU computation for a WM span task.
When different activities are performed at a constant pace during a task, the CL corresponds to the following:

\[ CL = \sum a_i n_i / T \]  

(2.1)

where \( n_i \) corresponds to the number of activities of type \( i \), \( a_i \) is the difficulty of these activities \( i \) and \( T \) is the total duration of the task.

In a simplified situation in which all the task’s activities are identical in nature, the CL corresponds to the following:

\[ CL = aN / T \]

where \( N \) corresponds to the total number of activities of the task.

Figure 2.1.1 shows three WMST where participants are asked to maintain letters in memory (white boxes) while reading aloud digits that are sequentially presented on the screen (grey boxes); each of them have different CL. When digits are presented at a comfortable pace, participants can use the free time between two digits to refresh the information about the letters (fig. 2.1.1 a); when the number of digits increases, the number of activities increases and the cognitive load grows (fig. 2.1.1 b); this also happens when the total time to perform the task is reduced (fig. 2.1.1 c).

As regards the human attention, it has a key role on keeping information on the three types/stages of memory and it also used by the maintenance and processing activities of the same task. Moreover, such resource has a main role also when
users perform multiple tasks concurrently: several studies show how attentional limitations could cause troubles while performing multitasking [71, 87, 111].

De Fockert et al. [44] describe the role of WM, CL and the attention mechanism in the execution of concurrent tasks. According to their experimental studies, when the CL of what they call “distractor” task increases, the performance with a “main” task is impeded since an high CL leads to reduced differentiation between high and low priority, and consequently fallacious addressing of attention.

Although there remains vigorous debate about how best to characterise the items decay, the Barrouillet et al. [13] theory remains one of the most cited and the most successful in terms of explaining experimental data [8, 35, 41, 63]. Precisely, such theory is validated through several experiments on both adults and children [12–15, 44], while the De Fockert et al. [44] theory is validated through neuroimaging, a technique which enables to analyse and study the activity of different brain areas and some specific brain functions.

2.2 Transition Systems

A transition system is a mathematical model describing the potential behaviour of systems. Essentially, it is used to describe dynamic processes with configurations representing states and transitions saying how to go from state to state.

**Definition 2.1** (Transition system). A transition system (TS) is a pair $(S, \rightarrow)$ where:

- $S$ is the set of states ranged over by $s, s_0, s_1, \ldots$;
- $\rightarrow \subseteq S \times S$ is the transition relation.

We write $s_i \rightarrow s_j$ when $(s_i, s_j) \in \rightarrow$.

The nature of the states of a TS depends on what the system describes. For instance, if a TS is used to describe a chess match, its states will represent all the possible positions of all chess pieces in the chessboard. The transition relation, instead, represents the steps which can be performed by the system to go from a state to another: $s_0 \rightarrow s_1$ means that the system can go from state $s_0$ to state $s_1$ in one
step. In the above chess example, one step corresponds to the chess move of one of the players.

A state $s$ is reachable from a state $s_0$ (denoted as $s_0 \Rightarrow s$) if either $s_0 = s$ or there exists $s_1, \ldots, s_{n-1} \in S$ such that $s_0 \rightarrow s_1 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow s_n \rightarrow s$. Namely, $s$ is reachable from $s_0$ if a system in state $s_0$ can perform a finite (and possibly empty) sequence of transitions after which the system state is $s$.

A labelled transition system [65] is a TS where transitions are enriched with labels.

**Definition 2.2** (Labelled transition system). A labelled transition system (LTS) is a tuple $(S, L, \rightarrow)$ where:

- $S$ is the set of states (or configurations) ranged over by $s, s_0, s_1, \ldots$;
- $L$ is a set of labels ranged over by $l, l_0, l_1, \ldots$;
- $\rightarrow \subseteq S \times L \times S$ is the labeled transition relation.

We write $s_0 \xrightarrow{l} s_1$ when $(s_0, l, s_1) \in \rightarrow$.

In a LTS the label can represent different things depending on what the system describes. Typical uses of labels include representing expected input, conditions that must be satisfied to trigger the transition, or actions performed during the transition.

Often the set $L$ contains a special label denoting an hidden action $\tau$. We denote $s_0 \Rightarrow s_n$ a finite (and possibly empty) sequence of $\tau$-labeled transitions from $s_0$ to $s_n$, i.e. $s_0 \Rightarrow s_n$ if either $s_0 = s_n$ or there exists $s_1, \ldots, s_{n-1} \in S$ such that $s_0 \xrightarrow{\tau} s_1 \xrightarrow{\tau} \ldots \xrightarrow{\tau} s_n \xrightarrow{\tau} s$. Moreover, we denote $s_0 \xrightarrow{l} s_n$ a finite (and possibly empty) sequence of transitions from $s_0$ to $s_n$ such that there exists $s_1, s_2 \in S$ such that $s_0 \Rightarrow s_1 \xrightarrow{l} s_2 \Rightarrow s_n$. Finally, we denote $\xrightarrow{l}$ the relations corresponding either to $\Rightarrow$ if $l = \tau$, or to $\xrightarrow{l}$ if $l \neq \tau$.

A probabilistic transition system [70] is a TS where transitions are enriched with probabilities.
Definition 2.3 (Probabilistic transition system). A probabilistic transition system (PTS) is a tuple \((S, A, \text{Can, } \mu)\) where:

- \(S\) is the set of states;
- \(A\) is a set of (observable) actions which states may perform;
- \(\text{Can}\) is an \(A\)-indexed family of sets of states, with \(\text{Can}_a\) indicating the set of states that can perform the action \(a\);
- \(\mu\) is a family of probability distributions, \(\mu_{p,a} : S \to [0, 1] \forall a \in A, p \in \text{Can}_a\), indicating the possible next states (and their probabilities) after \(p\) has performed \(a\).

Whenever \(p \in \text{Can}_a\), we have \(\sum_{p'} \mu_{p,a}(p') = 1\), since \(\mu_{p,a}\) is a probability distribution.

The term \(\mu_{p,a}(p') = \mu\) means that \(p\) can perform \(a\) and with probability \(\mu\) becomes the state \(p'\) afterwards. Thus, \(p'\) is a possible next state after \(a\) has been performed on \(p\) just in case \(\mu_{p,a}(p') > 0\).

A purely probabilistic transition system is a PTS where there is no notion of actions and transitions are associated only to a probability distribution.

Definition 2.4 (Purely probabilistic transition system). A purely probabilistic transition system (PPTS) is a tuple \((S, \rightarrow)\) where:

- \(S\) is a finite set of states ranged over by \(s, s_0, s_1, \ldots\);
- \(\rightarrow \subseteq S \times [0, 1] \times S\) is the transition relation.

We write \(s_0 \xrightarrow{p} s_1\) when \((s_0, p, s_1) \in \rightarrow\), which means that the state \(s_0\) makes a transition to the state \(s_1\) with a probability \(p\). Let \(\pi(s_0, s_1)\) denotes the sum of the probabilities of all the transitions from \(s_0\) to \(s_1\) in \(\rightarrow\). We impose the restriction \(\sum_{s' \in S} \pi(s, s') = 1\) which means that all probabilities outgoing from a state must sum to 1. Essentially, a PPTS corresponds to a discrete time markov chain (DTMC).
A PPTS whose states are terms built over some signature can be specified by means of a set of inference rules. An inference rule for the specification of a PPTS (a transition rule) is a logical rule having the form

\[
\frac{t_1 \xrightarrow{\pi_1} t'_1 \ldots t_n \xrightarrow{\pi_n} t'_n}{t \xrightarrow{\pi} t'}
\]

where \( t_i \xrightarrow{\pi_i} t'_i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), are the premises and \( t \xrightarrow{\pi} t' \) is the conclusion. A transition rule states that whenever the premises are transitions of the PPTS, then also the conclusion is a transition of the PPTS. Side conditions can be associated to a transition rule with the effect of imposing that the conclusion of the rule is a transition of the PPTS whenever both the premises and the side conditions are satisfied. A transition rule without premises is called an axiom, and a (non empty and possibly infinite) PPTS can be specified by providing a set of transition rules with at least one axiom.

2.3 Real-Time Maude

Real-Time Maude \([84, 86]\) is a rewriting-logic-based formal specification language and simulation and model checking tool which extends Maude \([33]\) to support the formal specification and analysis of real-time systems.

The specification formalism is based on real-time rewrite theories \([85]\), which in turn is an extension of rewriting logic \([21, 75]\), and it is especially used to model distributed real-time systems in a object-oriented style. Real-Time Maude specifications are executable and the tool provides a range of formal analysis method such as timed rewriting for simulation, timed reachability analysis, untimed or time-bounded linear temporal logic (LTL) model checking, and timed computational tree logic (TCTL) model checking. The tool is available at http://www.ifi.uio.no/RealTimeMaude.
2.3.1 Rewriting Logic Specification

A Maude module specifies a rewrite theory \([21, 75]\) of the form \((\Sigma, E \cup A, R)\), where:

- \((\Sigma, E \cup A)\) is a membership equational logic (MEL) \([76]\) theory specifying
  the system’s state space as an algebraic data type, where:
  - \(\Sigma\) is an algebraic signature, namely a declaration of sorts, subsorts, and
    function symbols.
  - \(E\) is a set of (possibly conditional) equations.
  - \(A\) is a set of equational axioms such as associativity, commutativity, and
    identity.

- \(R\) is a set of labeled conditional rewrite rules, specifying the system’s local
  transitions, each of which has the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
  l : q \rightarrow r \text{ if } \quad & \bigwedge_i p_i = q_i \land \bigwedge_j w_j : s_j \land \bigwedge_m t_m \rightarrow t'_m,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(l\) is a label, and \(q, r\) are \(\Sigma\)-terms of the same kind. Such rule specifies
a one-step transition from a substitution instance of \(q\) to the corresponding
substitution instance of \(r\), if the condition holds.

Sorts and subsort relations are declared by the keywords sort and subsort.
The system is a term of sort System. A function declaration has the form \(\text{op } f : s_1 \ldots s_n \rightarrow s [\text{atts}]\)
and it declares a function \(f\) with \(n\) arguments of sorts \(s_1, \ldots, s_n\)
respectively, which returns an element of sort \(s\). Operators can have user-definable
syntax, using underbars ‘_’ marking the argument positions. Some function could
have equational attributes atts which could declare, for instance, the function to
be associative (assoc), commutative (comm), or/and to have an identity element.
The frozen attribute defines arguments that cannot be rewritten by rules. An op-
erator can also be a constructor (ctor) defining the data elements of a sort.
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Equations are introduced with keywords `eq` or `ceq` for conditional equations. They have the form `eq \, t = t'` and `ceq \, t = t' \text{ if } \text{cond}`. The terms `t` and `t'` could contain variables, declared with the keywords `var` or `vars`, or introduced on-the-fly with the form `var : sort`. An equation \( f(t_1, \ldots, t_n) = t \) with the `otherwise` attribute can be applied to a term \( f(\ldots) \) only if no other equation with left-hand side \( f(u_1, \ldots, u_n) \) can be applied.

Rewrite rules have the form: \( rl [1] : u \Rightarrow v \) or \( crl [1] : u \Rightarrow v \text{ if } \text{cond} \). Finally, a comment is preceded by `***` or `---` and lasts till the end of the line.

**Object-Oriented Specification in Real-Time Maude**

A Real-Time Maude *timed* module specifies a real-time rewrite theory \( R = (\Sigma, E \cup A, R) \) \([85]\), where:

- \((\Sigma, E \cup A)\) contains an equational subtheory \((\Sigma_{\text{TIME}}, E_{\text{TIME}}) \subseteq (\Sigma, E \cup A)\), satisfying the `TIME` axioms that specifies sort `Time` as the time domain, which can be discrete or dense.

Real-Time Maude provides some predefined modules for time domains: e.g., `NAT-TIME-DOMAIN-WITH-INF` defines the time domain to be \( \mathbb{N} \), contains the subsort declaration `Nat < Time`, and the supersort `TimeInf` extends the sort `Time` with an “infinity” value `INF`.

- The rules in \( R \) are decomposed in:
  
  - “normal” rewrite rules specifying the system local transitions
  - *tick* rewrite rules specifying the passing of time in the system, specified as:
    \[
    rl \ [1] : \{t\} \Rightarrow \{t'\} \text{ in time } \tau \\
    crl \ [1] : \{t\} \Rightarrow \{t'\} \text{ in time } \tau \text{ if } \text{cond}
    \]
  
  where \( \tau \) is a term denoting the duration of the rule, \( t \) and \( t' \) are terms of sort `System`, and \( \{\_\} \) is an operator encapsulating the global state, so that the form of the tick rules ensures that time advances uniformly
in all parts of the system. Namely, the tick rule says that it takes time \( \tau \) to go from state \( \{t\} \) to state \( \{t'\} \) (if \( cond \) is satisfied). The form of the tick rules ensures that the time pass uniformly in all parts of the system.

As already mentioned, Real-Time Maude is particularly suitable to formally model real-time systems in a object-oriented style. The state of an object-oriented specification is a term of sort \( Configuration \), which is a multiset of objects and a subsort of \( System \).

A class declaration
\[
\text{class } C \mid att_1 : s_1, \ldots, att_n : s_n
\]
declares a class \( C \) with attributes \( att_1 \) to \( att_n \) of sorts \( s_1 \) to \( s_n \). An object of \( class \ C \) is represented as a term
\[
\langle O : C \mid att_1 : val_1, \ldots, att_n : val_n \rangle
\]
of sort \( Object \), where \( O \) of sort \( Oid \), is the object’s identifier and \( val_1 \) to \( val_n \) are the current values of the attributes \( att_1 \) to \( att_n \).

By convention, in a rewrite rule, attributes whose values do not change and do not affect the next state of other attributes, need not be mentioned. Similarly, attributes whose values influence the next state of other attributes, but are themselves unchanged can be omitted from right-hand sides of rules.

2.3.2 Formal Analysis

We summarise below some of the Real-Time Maude analysis commands.

The timed rewrite command
\[
(trew \text{ in time } \leq r \ .)
\]
simulates one of the many possible system behaviours from the initial state \( t \) by rewriting it up to a certain duration less than or equal to the time value \( r \). The time bound can also have the form with no time limit.

The search command
\[
(utsearch [n] t \Rightarrow \star \text{ pattern such that } cond \ .)
\]
uses a breadth-first strategy to search for (at most \( n \)) states that are reachable from the initial state \( t \), match the search pattern, and satisfy \( cond \). The number of states to search (\([n]\)) and the condition to be satisfied (such that \( cond \)) can be omitted.
If the arrow is \( =>! \), then the command searches for final states which are states that cannot be further rewritten.

The search command

\[
\text{(tsearch } [n] t=>* \text{ pattern such that } cond \text{ in time } \leq r \text{ .)}
\]

is similar but with a time bound \( r \).

The command

\[
\text{(find latest } t=>* \text{ pattern such that } cond \text{ in time } \leq r \text{ .)}
\]

explores all behaviours from the initial state \( t \) to find the longest time needed to reach the desired state for the first time in a behaviour.

Finally, Real-Time Maude specifications can also be subjected to unbounded and time-bounded LTL model checking which analyses whether each behaviour satisfies a linear temporal logic formula from an initial state, and to a TCTL model checking to analyse timed temporal logic properties \([72,73]\).
IN THIS CHAPTER, we discuss the state of the art in modelling the cognitive aspects involved in human-machine interaction with complex systems. Some of these models are based on a mathematical specification and implementation which supports only simulation (Sect. 3.1); others make use of formal methods and provide an executable model which can be also subject to a range of formal analyses (Sect. 3.2). We will discuss the main limitations of the presented models in Section 3.3.

3.1 Computational Models

3.1.1 ACT-R Architecture

The Adaptive Control of Thought—Rational (ACT-R) architecture is an executable rule-based framework for modelling cognitive processes [3]. Figure 3.1.1 illus-
Figure 3.1.1: ACT-R architecture.

trates the basic architecture of ACT-R 6.0. It consists of a set of modules handling different aspects of cognitive activities; each module is connected with a buffer, which can be seen as a temporary storage unit which allows the information to “flow” through modules. Figure 3.1.1 contains just some of the modules in the system: a goal module for keeping track of current goal (for each subtask a goal is set); a declarative module, representing the declarative memory, storing factual information (i.e. all explicit knowledge about the world expressible in words); an imaginal module, representing essentially the working memory, storing temporary information; a visual module for identifying objects in the visual field; a motor module for controlling movement.

All modules are coordinated by a central production system, where production rules are stored. The production system gathers all the information from buffers and it decides the next step of action to perform. Production rules are if-then functions:
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IF
  goal buffer: goal X
  declarative buffer: information Y
  visual buffer: information Z
THEN
  motor buffer: action A

means that if there is a goal X in the goal buffer, an information Y in the declarative buffer and an information Z in the visual buffer, then the action A will be performed.

Sometimes there are different production rules having the same conditions and thus different rules might apply. However, only one production rule can be selected. To solve such situation each production rule has a utility value: the rule with the highest value is selected. The utility of a rule $i$ is defined as:

\[ U_i = P_i G - C_i \]  \hfill (3.1)

where $P_i$ is an estimate of the probability that if rule $i$ is chosen the current goal will be achieved, $G$ is the value of the current goal, and $C_i$ is an estimate of the cost to achieve the goal. Both $P_i$ and $C_i$ are learned from experience with that rule: production rules that are successful will increase their utility, whereas rules that are more often unsuccessful will have their utility decay over time.

The ACT-R architecture has been used to model and study complex real-world tasks. In particular, in [92] it has been applied to study the effects of distraction by in-car interfaces while driving. The approach focuses on two computational behavioural models, one for the primary task (i.e. driving) and another for the secondary task (i.e. using a dialling interface for in-car cellular phones). The resulting integrated model executes both tasks and generates predictions about the resulting behaviour. Four different dialling interfaces have been modelled: full-manual, where user should type the entire number and then press the button “send”; speed-manual, where user should type a number associated with the desired contact and then press the button “send”; full-voice, where user should say aloud the desired...
contact’s full number; speed-voice, where user should say aloud the desired contact’s name. All four interfaces require the user to activate them by pressing the button “power”. The integrated model shows that both manual interfaces have significant effects on steering performance, while the voice interfaces have not significant effects.

The ACT-R version used in [92] did not provide automatic mechanisms for interleaving multiple tasks. Thus, the way used by Salvucci to model such interleaving mechanism was by having a driving system that, at some point in the execution, generates a new subgoal for dialling the cell phone and it stores it in the driving goal module. After each control, that is after each production rule is executed, the driving model chooses with a probability of 0.5 (set arbitrarily) whether to cede control to the phone dialling subgoal or to the driving subgoal.

A more recent version of ACT-R incorporates modifications in order to model more realistic internally-driven multitasking, i.e. complex tasks in which people themselves decide when to switch between tasks. In [68], Kushleyeva et al. focus on the problem of when to switch away from the current goal in the buffer. As already mentioned, ACT-R architecture provides a mechanism of conflict resolution when more than one production rule might apply, and according to such mechanism, the rule that maximizes the utility value is chosen. The $G$ parameter in the utility function 3.1 is expressed as the amount of time the model is willing to spend on that given goal. The modification proposed in [68] is to set the initial value of $G$ at goal creation and to decrease such value linearly with the passage of time: as the time passes and $G$ decreases, the system will go from favouring rules with high probability $P$, to favouring rules with low cost $C$.

Moreover, a new production rule for giving up control is introduced for each goal in the model; such rule has low values of parameters $P$ and $C$, which ensures that it will be activated almost at the end of (or near) the time period the model intended to spend on accomplishing the goal. In other words, such modifications balance task’s execution by favouring the least recently executed task.

Concluding, ACT-R architecture is a rule-based framework used to simulate cognitive processes involved in human-machine interaction, with whom is pos-
sible to simulate the interaction with multiple interfaces through a multitasking mechanism based on the time a task has not been executed.

As already mentioned, this system supports only simulation, thus it is not possible to exhaustively and automatically check whether the model reaches a given specification. Moreover, the way a task is chosen among the other is based essentially on execution time, however, there are other task’s characteristics which could affect such decision, such as how much the task is safety-critical or how much it is memory demanding.

3.1.2 SEEV model

The research on visual attention in supervisory control has identified four factors which determine where the eye is looking at any given time during a task involving the scanning of a display: salience, effort, expectancy and value \[116\].

**Salience** measures how much an area of interest (AOI) – a physical location where information regarding specific task can be found – attracts attention: how much a signal stands out from the rest of the workspace (background or other AOIs) due to its size, colour or contrast. **Effort** measures the cost of moving attention from an AOI to another. **Expectancy** measures how much the user expects changes in the workspace. **Value** measures the importance of the information related to a task.

These four factors have been combined in an additive scanning model: the Salience Effort Expectancy Value (SEEV) model, which predict visual scanning behaviour in a display-based workspace \[110\]. The model predicts the distribution of attention: both when the user gives attention to a specific AOI and when he neglects it.

SEEV model is specifically designed to describe sequential visual scanning of an instrument panel where each instrument may serve different tasks: the multitasking strategy underlying such model is the supervisory sampling and control (see Chapter 1).

However, it is not possible to analyse voluntary task switching, that is the interaction where the user himself decides when to switch from a task to another.
3.1.3 STOM model

Strategic Task Overload Management (STOM) model\(^ {112,117}\) is a multi-attribute decision model for task switching in overloaded multitasking conditions. According to such model, when multiple tasks have to be executed, the task that might be selected can be predicted through a rank based on four critical attributes. Such attributes are: the *priority* which refers to the relative importance of a task (e.g. a safety-critical task has a higher priority than a non critical task); the *difficulty* which is associated with the mental workload of the task; the *interest* of a task (e.g. a cell phone conversation can be more interesting than monitoring the roadway for unexpected hazards); the *salience* of a task, which is defined as the ability of a new task to attract attention (e.g. an auditory task has a higher salience than a visual task).

Each of such attributes has a polarity, governing the task attractiveness. In particular, salience, importance, and priority have a positive polarity, whereas difficulty has a negative polarity. Therefore the rank is calculated as:

\[
S + P + I - D
\]

However, the salience factor applies only to a new task, since it characterises its arrival. The rank of an ongoing task is calculated as the sum of priority, importance, difficulty and a fifth factor: the time on task, which is not an original member of STOM.

With STOM model it is possible to analyse multitasking interactions where the user decides which task to execute according to its rank. However, the user memory is not explicitly modelled and neither its action mechanisms, useful to analyse multitasking problems such as memory overload, prospective memory failures (i.e. the user forgets to perform a planned action) and retrospective memory failures (i.e. the user forgets that he performed an action).
3.1.4 Task Modelling

Task modelling is a technique used to build a model which describes precisely the relationship among various tasks; such relationship might be both temporal and semantic.

In some cases, the task model of an existing system is created in order to better understand its underlying design and analyse its potential limitations. In other cases, designers create the task model of new applications to indicate how activities should be performed in order to obtain a new, usable system.

One of the most used notations for task modelling is Concur Task Tree (CTT) [88]. CTT has been used as a basis for the development of model-based analysis tools for user tasks. In [10] for instance, it is presented an integration framework which uses task models and system models to analyse the co-execution of tasks, and which estimates user workload as the total number of cognitive tasks.

Task models describe goals and activities that should be performed by users to reach such goals. However, their main focus is to assess the compatibility of task specifications with a user interface design, not to explicitly model users’ characteristics.

3.1.5 GOMS

The GOMS models [25] – actually a family of models – describe the cognitive components of users in order to evaluate human-computer interaction in terms of task duration. A GOMS model is composed of four elements: goals, operators, methods and selection rules.

Goals are what the user has to accomplish and they are often divided into subgoals. Operators are perceptual, cognitive or motor actions whose execution is necessary to change the user’s mental state or the task environment. Methods are procedures to accomplish a goal. Selection rules handle the choice of a method when more than one are available to accomplish a goal.

There are several variants of the GOMS models:

- Keystroke-Level Model (KLM) is the simplest version presented by Card,
Moran and Newell \cite{27}: the analyst lists the sequence of operators and then totals the execution times to estimate the execution time of a task. The KLM model includes six operators (e.g. $K$ to press a key button, $P$ to point on a display with a mouse, $M$ to mentally prepare to act, and so on). Each of these operators has an estimated execution time.

- **Card, Moran, and Newell GOMS (CMN-GOMS) \cite{25,26}** Card et al. do not describe these models with an explicit “how to” guide but they illustrated nine models at different levels of detail.

- **Natural GOMS Language (NGOMSL)** is a structured natural-language notation for representing GOMS models and a procedure for constructing them. The model is in a program form and provides a prediction of operators sequence, execution time and time to learn the methods.

- **Cognitive-Perceptual-Motor GOMS (CPM-GOMS)** does not assume that operators are performed serially; rather perceptual, cognitive and motor operators can be performed in parallel as the task demands. Thus, CPM-GOMS can model multitasking behaviour and makes use of a schedule chart to represent operators and the dependencies between them.

GOMS models are used to determine times for both cognitive processing and motor movements. Even if time features of tasks are modelled, these are not used to analyse whether a task is ignored for a time period or not. Moreover, GOMS does not take into account users’ differences: it is only applied to skilled users.

### 3.2 Formal Models

#### 3.2.1 A cognitive framework for the analysis of interactive systems

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the framework we propose is a significant modification of the framework proposed by Cerone in \cite{29}. Cerone attempts to unify two different directions in the analysis of interactive systems – the behaviour of both
users and skilled operators – by providing a formal framework to model and anal-
yse the interaction between the human component (user or operator) and a de-
vice. The framework is specified in Maude and makes use of a set of rules which
rewrite both the interface state and the human component state until the goal of
the interaction is not reached.

As regards the human components, states are represented by user/operator short-
term memory, modelled as a set of information, and transitions are modelled through
basic tasks. The information that can be stored in STM are the reference to the ac-
tions that lead to the achievement of the goal or maintain a correct system state, the
reference to a future action to be performed, and/or the user/operator cognitive
plan. Tasks can be decomposed in a hierarchy of tasks until reaching basic tasks,
which are modelled as a quadruple:

\[
\text{info}_i \uparrow \text{perc}_h \rightarrow \text{act}_h \downarrow \text{info}_j
\] (3.2)

where the perception \(\text{perc}_h\) activates the retrieval of information \(\text{info}_i\) from STM,
the execution of \(\text{act}_h\) and the storage of \(\text{info}_j\) in STM.

As regards the interfaces, states are modelled in terms of perceptions produced
in humans by an action on the interface. Such perceptions/interface states may
induce different degrees of urgency in reacting that is modelled by a timeout.

A set of rules specify the dynamic behaviour of the entire system:

1. \textit{Interacting}: models a step in the interaction with a device. It is triggered by
   a perception and may add information to STM.
2. \textit{Closure}: models the achievement of the goal.
3. \textit{Danger}: models a situation where the user/operator perceives as dangerous
   (the normal response to a danger is to abandon a task).
4. \textit{Timeout}: models an autonomous action of the interface with no involve-
   ment of the human component and it is triggered by the expiration of the
   timeout.
5. *Cognitive:* models a cognitive process of the human, which changes his mental plan, with no involvement of the interface.


Concluding, Cerone models a set of cognitive processes and the use of short-term memory to model the interaction between a human component (user or operator) and a device, in order to detect possible human errors using model checking. However, he only considers the interaction with a single device and he does not focus on human multitasking. Moreover, in [29] STM is modelled as a set of information without limitations, thus is not possible to reason about errors related to memory overload. Finally, in Cerone’s framework, timing features are not taken into account.

### 3.2.2 Work Model that Compute (WMC)

Taskload is a measure of the number of tasks a user is expected to perform at a given time and it has been shown to be a good indicator of user mental workload in the avionics domain. Houser et al. [58] present a formal model for reasoning about excessive taskload and concurrency issues that can lead to errors in human-machine interaction with complex systems.

The model is specified through a *Work Model that Compute* (WMC), a simulation framework consisting of a work model that describes how a given domain works and an engine that simulates the work model. Each work model is composed of three elements: *agents, actions*, and *resources*. Resources are a collection of elements of the environment which can be manipulated by agents; actions which manipulate resources, are linked to a specific agent. The work model specifies the frequency and priority of actions, the duration of the resources and which agents are involved. A scenario is the engine which pulls all these elements in a simulation and generates a simulation trace. The work model, the scenario and the simulation trace are then translated into a formal model representing the simulation over a given period of time; this translation generates also a set of specifications to be analysed with the model checker in order to find interesting taskload conditions in
the model. The simulator uses a scheduler which decides which action to perform next relying on scheduling rules defined by the authors, based on actions priority and duration.

The model permits not only to simulate multitasking interaction but also to formally verify some properties with model checking. However, the way the scheduler decides which action has to be performed by agents is based on parameters defined by the authors, without a cognitively plausible scheduling algorithm based on psychological literature. Moreover, even though the resources described in [58] can be seen as memory information, they do not explicitly model the memory action mechanism and then they cannot explicitly study memory issues.

Remaining in the field of avionics, in [53] WMC are used to simulate the interaction of a pilot with a flight management system and such interaction is then analysed with SAL model checker to study automation surprises (i.e. the automation behaviour of the aircraft which deviates from what pilots expect). In order to detect them, a mental model of pilots is modelled to find situations where such models differ from the actual state of the aircraft. The same potential problem (i.e. automation surprise) in flight guidance system is studied in [61], where is used the PVS theorem prover and the NuSMV model checker. However, these two works do not analyse multitasking situation and do not focus on the cognitive aspects of human behaviour: although in [53] mental models of pilots are modelled, such models are more subjective and differ from the cognitive models based on psychological literature, which attempt to describe the cognitive behaviour of all users/operator.

3.2.3 Other Models

In [23, 24, 56] the IVY workbench is used to analyse interactive systems. The IVY workbench [22] is a model-based tool which supports the modal action logic (MAL) language [48] for modelling the system. Moreover, the tool supports the specification of properties of the device’s behaviour, and their verification through model checking. When verification fails, the counterexamples produced by the
verification process act as scenarios for the analyses of the errors.

However, the models presented in [23, 24, 56] do not explicitly model WM and they do not deal with multitasking.

Rukšėnas et al. [91] present a formal framework for predicting bounds for task-completion times and detecting user-error related design issues, which is based on a model of cognitively plausible behaviour. The generic model of cognitively plausible user behaviour (GUM) is a specification of a set of assumptions about the way users interact which nevertheless, do not completely specifies cognitive behaviours of all users: real users can act outside this model, about which the framework says nothing. Such assumptions are divided into two main groups: behavioural assumptions, which focuses on the role of users’ knowledge in directing their behaviour, and salience assumption, which deals with the salience of cues in choosing actions. In [56, 91] four different notions of salience have been identified:

- **Specificity** defines the "just in time“ trigger of an activity provided by an information resource.

- **Cognitive salience** defines the assumed user knowledge of a task in terms of action to be performed next; the information does not deal with the implementation of the device.

- **Procedural salience** derives from training in the use of a particular device’s programming sequences.

- **Sensory salience** is triggered by some visual or auditory cues to remind to the user the next action to perform.

Also in this case, such framework can be not only simulated but also subjected to a set of formal analyses. However, GUM is guided mainly by assumptions about the salience of user cues. Moreover, also in this work, they do not explicitly model WM and its action mechanism.
Finally, Combéfis et al. [34] present a formal framework used to estimate the effort needed to perform a task, in terms of workload. The framework generates automatically mental models from the specification of user interfaces, which include information about the sequence of actions and the knowledge the user needs to know to be able to interact successfully with the system. However, the main target of this work is the development of user manuals rather than the evaluation of human multitasking.

3.3 LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING MODELS

Multitasking

Some of the frameworks presented do not model and analyse human multitasking but they focus on errors which might arise in the interaction between a user and a single computer interface. Moreover, some of them do not analyse the voluntary task switching multitasking paradigm, which defines a spontaneous choice of users to switch from one task to another.

Formal Analysis

Many of the presented frameworks do not provide a formal model that can be subjected to a set of formal analyses to exhaustively and automatically check whether the model meets given properties.

Time Features

Another important limitation present in different works is that time features are not explicitly modelled. When time is modelled, it is done to define actions execution duration and it is not used to analyse time issues such as a task ignored for too long or a task ignored in a given moment of time, which are some of the main time issues in human multitasking.
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Memory Model

Many of the frameworks presented do not explicitly model memory. Some of them, model a set of resources/information, which can be seen as the environmental information which users use to interact with systems, but none of them describes the memory action mechanism and its capacity limit. Therefore, it is not possible to use them to analyse some memory issues such as memory overload, prospective memory failure, and retrospective memory failure, which according to literature are some of the main problems in human multitasking. Moreover, many of the models presented do not rest their works on parameters deduced from the psychological literature, but they make an assumption about tasks’ characteristics which might induce their choice in multitasking interaction.

In this context, we propose a formal framework for modelling and analyse human-machine multitasking interaction, where each task is characterised by different parameters: its criticality, its cognitive load and the time it has been ignored. Every task is then characterised by an attention attractiveness factor computed as the product of its parameters. The factor value permits to simulate the voluntary task switching multitasking paradigm: the user chooses spontaneously which task to execute among the others, according to such value.

The framework is specified in Real-Time Maude which permits not only to formally specify and simulate human multitasking but also to formal analyse it with reachability analysis.

A set of timing features permit to analyse time problems. For instance, the parameter storing the time a task has not been executed permits to analyse whether a task has been ignored for too long. Or again, with Real-Time Maude commands it is possible to check whether a given action is performed at a precise time or not.

Our model includes the description of the human working memory and its action mechanism, which permits us to analyse, for instance, whether a multitasking strategies might overload the memory or whether, in the middle of the interaction, the user forgets to perform a planned action or whether, while interacting, he forgets an action he already executed.
Finally, the cognitive processes described in our framework are deduced from psychological literature and observations of experimental data on working memory and visual selective attention. Therefore, such cognitive processes have a psychological basis and it is not deduced from our assumptions. This makes it possible to give a cognitively plausible explanation of some human multitasking issues, such as why secondary tasks could be distracting: due to their high criticality or because they require a heavy mental load.
Formal Model of Safety-Critical Human Multitasking

This chapter presents our formal model of safety-critical human multitasking. Specifically, we present a mathematical model of human selective attention used to study situations where users concurrently interact with multiple devices and they have to voluntarily choose which task to execute next.

The model is an extension and modification of the cognitive framework proposed by Cerone for the analysis of interactive systems [29]. As in that work, we describe the cognitive processes involved in HCI and the human working memory. However we focus on multitasking and not on the analysis of the interaction with single device as in [29]. Moreover, our model also describes the limitations of the working memory, enabling us to reason about memory overload, and includes
timing features, enabling us to reason about hazards caused by distractions.

We will present the syntax of the model in Section 4.1, and its semantics in Section 4.2. Finally, in Section 4.3 we will illustrate the syntax and the semantics of our model with a simple example.

4.1 Syntax

A safety-critical human multitasking model is a set of interfaces, representing the interfaces of the devices/systems with which a user interacts. Each interface is associated with one or more tasks, representing the tasks the user performs on that interface. A task is essentially a sequence of actions that the user performs on that interface to reach some goal. In order to do this, he/she has to remember and retrieve information from his/her working memory.

At each step of the interaction the user has to choose which task he/she wants to perform on one of the interfaces, namely to which task he/she wants to address his/her attention. In such a context, some of the tasks’ properties could affect the addressing of the user’s attention. In particular, how much a user perceives a task as critical, how much the task is cognitively demanding, as well as the time the user ignored the task.

We will give top-down definitions by presenting first the most general concepts and then the more specific ones. Moreover, we will use some standard notation of the formal languages to actually define sets.

**Definition 4.1** (Model). A Safety-Critical Human Multitasking model Is is a set of Interfaces

\[ \text{Is} = \{I_1, \ldots, I_n\} \]

4.1.1 Interface

We now define the interfaces, which incorporate the set of tasks that the user will perform on it, and the description of the device behaviour.
As regards the states of the interface, we follow a user-centric approach and we model them as perceptions, namely as what the user perceives of them. For instance, if a user is interacting with an ATM and the device is ready to accept the card, a plausible interface state is \textit{cardReady} since the user perceives that the device is ready to receive his/her card (e.g. by looking at the device’s screen).

Some perceptions/states might be subject to a timeout, which captures the fact that they do not last forever. For instance, the ATM interface might allow typing the PIN code only for a short period of time, after that the perception/state is no more available. The state \textit{PINReady for time} 10 denotes that the state \textit{PINReady} lasts for 10 seconds.

\textbf{Definition 4.2 (InterfaceStates).} Given a set of perceptions \(P\), we define the set \textit{InterfaceStates} as:

\[
\text{InterfaceStates} ::= p | p \text{ for time } t
\]

for every \(p \in P\), and \(t \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}\).

\textbf{Definition 4.3 (Interface).} An interface \(I\) is defined as a tuple:

\[
I = \langle A, P, Inf, InitialState, Transitions, Tasks \rangle
\]

where:

- \(A\) is the set of symbols representing the \textit{actions} that the user can perform on the device;

- \(P\) is the set of symbols representing the possible users’ \textit{perceptions} about the interface states;

- \(Inf\) is the set of symbols representing the information that the user can memorise during the interaction with a device;

- \(InitialState \in \text{InterfaceStates}\) is the initial state of the interface representing the initial user perception possibly associated with a timeout;
Transitions is a set of transitions built on $P$ and $A$, representing the behaviour of the interfaces, namely how the interface state changes when the user performs an action;

Tasks is the set of tasks the user wants to perform on the interface.

**Interface Transitions**

A transition models the passage from a state of the interface to another after the user performs an action. For instance, in the ATM example, the interface state passes from cardReady to PINReady for time 10, as soon as the user performs the action insertCard.

**Definition 4.4 (Transition)**. Given a set of actions $A$, a set of perceptions $P$, and the set of interface states $InterfaceStates$, we define a Transition as a tuple $\langle p, a, q \rangle$ where $p \in P$, $q \in InterfaceStates$, and $a \in A$. We represent a transition as:

\[ p \xrightarrow{a} q \]

**Task**

We define the interface attribute Tasks as a set since users can perform multiple tasks on a single device. Actually, what we call task is what is commonly known as a scenario in the context of software engineering: it describes one of the possible sequence of interactions which a user could perform with an interface in a defined time-frame.

As previously mentioned, a task is a sequence of actions the user performs on a device, in order to reach a desired goal, during a certain period of time. In a non-multitasking situation – i.e. when the user performs a single task – the actions composing the task are performed sequentially without any interruption. However, in a multitasking interaction, the user needs to choose which task to perform at each time, which means that while he/she is performing a task, all the other tasks are ignored.
We model a task as a sequence of subtasks. For instance, the task of withdrawing money at an ATM consists of a sequence of five subtasks:

1. Insert the card in the ATM;
2. type the PIN code;
3. type the desired amount of money;
4. retrieve the card;
5. collect the money.

Each subtask will be actually further decomposed into a sequence of simpler “basic” tasks.

Moreover, each task is characterised by a measure of how much the user perceives it to be safety-critical, a factor which influences how much a task attracts the user’s attention.

**Definition 4.5 (Task).** Given a set of perceptions $P$, a set of actions $A$, and a set of information $\text{Inf}$, a task $T$ is a tuple $(\text{Subtasks}, c, g)$ where:

- $\text{Subtasks}$ is a sequence of subtasks, with $\text{emptyTask}$ representing an empty sequence;
- $c \in \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ models the criticality level of the task;
- $g \in A$ models the final action corresponding to the achievement of the task goal.

Thus, each task specifies the sequence of subtasks of which is composed, a measure of how much the user perceives it as critical, and an action, which is the goal action.

**Subtask.** Each subtask composing the task is a (possibly empty) sequence of basic tasks: e.g., the subtask *type the PIN code* in the ATM example shown above consists of typing a certain number of digits and then pressing a button to confirm the operation.
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Definition 4.6 (Subtask). Given a set of perceptions \( P \), a set of actions \( A \), and a set of information \( \text{Inf} \), a subtask is a sequence of basic tasks denoted as:

\[
\text{Subtask} ::= (\text{BasicTask})^* \text{BasicTask}|\text{emptyTask}
\]

BasicTask. A basic task is a single step in the task that cannot be further decomposed: e.g., in the ATM example, typing the digit 4 is a plausible basic task of the subtask typing the PIN code.

Between two basic tasks, it is possible to have some time, which could correspond to the time necessary to switch from one basic task to the next, but also to the time required by the device to process the received input and to enable the execution of the next basic task. For instance, in the ATM example, after executing the last basic task of subtask number two (i.e. type the PIN code), the ATM might need some time to check if the inserted PIN code is correct and to enable the next subtask (i.e. type the desired amount of money). We call such time between two basic tasks delay, which represents the time before the basic task is enabled and can be executed (therefore when the delay of the first basic task of a task is not yet elapsed, we consider the task like it is pausing), and we model it as a positive real number. Moreover, we characterise each basic task with two additional parameters, i.e. the duration and the difficulty, which we model as positive real number.

Definition 4.7 (BasicTask). Given a set of actions \( A \), a set of perceptions \( P \), and a set of information \( \text{Inf} \), we define a basic task as a tuple \( \langle j, p, a, k, t, d, \delta \rangle \) that we represent as:

\[
j \mid p \implies a \mid k \text{ duration } t \text{ difficulty } d \text{ delay } \delta
\]

where:

- \( j, k \in \text{Inf} \)
- \( p \in P \)
- \( a \in A \cup \{\text{noAction}\} \)
The basic task indicates that when the interface is on state $p$ and the user has inside his/her working memory the information $j$, he/she can perform the action $a$ and replace the information $j$ with the information $k$ in his/her working memory; such a basic task has duration $t$ and difficulty $d$ and it is enabled – and thus it can be executed – if and only if the delay $\delta$ is elapsed.

We consider two kinds of basic tasks (both described in Definition 4.7): a user action to be performed on the interface, and a cognitive basic task carried out by the user with no involvement of the interface. In the first case, the basic task specifies the action to perform on the interface and the information to update in the memory; for instance, the basic task of collecting back the card from the ATM has the form 1:

$$\text{cardInside} \mid \text{cardReturning} \implies \text{getCard} \mid \text{noInfo}$$

and means that when the user perceives that the ATM is giving back the card and he/she has in his/her WM the information that the card is inside the ATM, he/she can take the card and remove the information about it from his/her WM.

In the second case, the basic task only specifies that the item to update in the memory must be the mental plan of the user, and the action to perform must be equal to $\text{noAction}$ (since there is no involvement of the interface). For instance, when the user perceives, by looking at the ATM screen, that the time to insert the PIN code is over, he/she inserts in his/her working memory a cognition representing the new plan: re-start the interaction with the ATM; such basic cognitive task has the form:

$$\text{noInfo} \mid \text{PINexpired} \implies \text{noAction} \mid \text{restart}$$

1 For the sake of simplicity, we omit in these examples the parameters $\text{duration}$, $\text{difficulty}$, and $\text{delay}$. 
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Figure 4.1.1: Three different tasks with basic tasks denoted as grey boxes.

Cognitive Load

Each task is characterised by a measure of how much it is cognitively demanding, namely the cognitive load.

In [13], the time between two basic tasks is not explicitly taken into account, since the definition of the CL of a task assumes that the single activities are performed at a constant pace (see Eq. 2.1). According to such a definition, the CL of the three tasks depicted in Figure 4.1.1 would be the same. However, if the three tasks in Figure 4.1.1 were potential “distractors” of another “main” task, they would interfere with the main task differently over time (assuming that difficulties of each basic activity are equal): the first task (Fig. 4.1.1 a) would attract the attention of the user constantly over time, the second task (Fig. 4.1.1 b) would attract the attention mostly at the very beginning, and the third task (Fig. 4.1.1 c) mostly after some time.

Therefore, we redefine the formula for estimating CL and we compute it on a subtask basis: the CL of a task changes every time a new subtask begins and remains the same throughout its execution.

Notation 4.1. Before presenting the definition we introduce some notations:

- \( ST_{T,j} \) denotes the j-th subtask of the task \( T \)
- \( \text{difficulty}_{ST,k} \) denotes the difficulty of the k-th basic task of the subtask \( ST \);
- \( \text{duration}_{ST,k} \) denotes the duration of the k-th basic task of the subtask \( ST \);
**Definition 4.8 (Cognitive Load).** Given a task $T$, we compute the cognitive load of $T$ as the division of the difficulty factor of the task – namely a measure of temporal density of difficulty of the first subtask of $T$ – (defined in Equation 4.2), by the total duration of the first subtask of $T$ (defined in Equation 4.3):

$$\text{CogLoad}_T = \frac{DF_{ST,T}}{TD_{ST,T}} \quad (4.1)$$

where:

- $DF_{ST,T}$ denotes the difficulty factor of the task $T$, computed as:

$$DF_{ST,T} = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \text{duration}_{ST,k} \times \text{difficulty}_{ST,k} \quad (4.2)$$

- $TD_{ST,T}$ denotes the total duration of the first subtask of the task $T$, computed as:

$$TD_{ST,T} = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \text{duration}_{ST,k} + \text{delay}_{ST,k} \quad (4.3)$$

where $N$ is the number of basic tasks composing the first subtask of the task $T$ ($ST_{T,0}$).

**Attention Attraction Factor**

For each task $T$ in each interface $I \in Is$ an attention attraction factor $\alpha_T$ is computed, which measures the likelihood of the task $T$ to attract the user’s attention.

**Definition 4.9 (a-factor).** Let $T = \langle ST, c, g \rangle$ be a task, we compute the $a$-factor as:

$$\alpha_T = \text{CogLoad}_T \times c \times (\text{waitTime}_T + 1) \quad (4.4)$$
where $\text{waitTime}_T$ denotes the time the task $T$ has not been executed, information which will be computed dynamically during the task execution (defined in Section 4.2).

The attention attraction factor reflects the psychological literature presented in the background and the observation that the nature of the task usually has an influence on the user’s attention.

As regards the cognitive load, we already mentioned the studies about the correlation between human attention and CL in Chapter 2.

As regards the criticality, we base on the assumption that such parameter is an intuitive attribute for task attention attraction: users tend to focus more frequently on more critical tasks than on less critical ones [57, 97]. Moreover, criticality is usually associated to the priority parameter of the STOM model (see Sect. 3.1.3), and studies on tasks’ interruption suggest that tasks evaluated as primary might be disruptive since they attract more attention [59].

As regards the time, the nature of its role in the attention attraction factor is complex. On the one hand, there are good evidences that the longer users stay on a task, the more they are likely to leave them for performing other tasks due to resource depletion or for using different resources [67]. On the other hand, some tasks with high cognitive load, show the opposite effect: users tend to stay more on them because switch away would comport to restart such tasks from the beginning [54]. In our case, we don’t consider how long a specific task has been executed, but we consider how long all other tasks in the multitasking scenario have been executed, and we assign to such time a positive polarity, in the sense that the more a task has been ignored, the more it attracts attention.

4.1.2 Working Memory

The working memory contains all information useful for the interaction with the interfaces. An element in working memory could be a basic information, a cognition or a goal.

A basic information is a cognitive item acquired through a procedural step in
the current task. For instance, when the user inserts his/her card inside the ATM, he/she puts inside his/her working memory the basic information \textit{cardInside}.

A cognition is a mental plan resulting from the process of acquiring knowledge and understanding. For instance, when the user, looking at the ATM screen, understands that the device is out of order, he/she puts inside his working memory the cognition \textit{ATMoutOfOrder}, which means that he/she has to change his/her mental plan (without interacting with the device) and find another device to achieve the goal of withdrawing money.

A goal is the aim of the interaction with the interface, which is to perform some final action (i.e., in the ATM example \textit{withdrawMoney}).

**Definition 4.10** (Information set). Given a set of actions \( A \), we define the set of information \( Inf \) as:

\[
Inf = BI \cup COG \cup G
\]

where:

- \( BI \) is a set of basic information;
- \( COG \) is a set of cognition;
- \( G \) is a set of goals where \( g \in G \) is defined as:

\[
g ::= \text{goal}(a)
\]

where \( a \in A \) is the action that leads to the achievement of the goal.

We assume \( BI, COG, \) and \( G \) pairwise disjoint.

**Definition 4.11** (Working Memory). Working memory \( WM \) is defined as a tuple

\[
\langle Memory, size \rangle
\]

where:

- \( size \) models the capacity of the working memory;
• *Memory* is a map assigning to each interface the set of information associated with that interface:

\[ \{ I_i \mapsto mem_i; \ldots ; I_n \mapsto mem_n \} \]

where \( mem_i \subseteq Inf \) is the set of information associated with the interface \( I_i \), and \( \sum_{i=0}^{n} |mem_i| \leq size \)

### 4.2 Semantics

We define the semantics of the safety-critical human multitasking model as a PPTS, where PPTS stands for purely probabilistic transition system. The transition relation is defined in an inductive way by a set of inference rules. Such rules model the different cognitive behaviours involved in the multitasking interaction and determine how attention is directed to the different interfaces and how this would change the state of the PPTS.

#### 4.2.1 Configuration

Before presenting the configuration of the PPTS more in detail, we introduce some notation useful for the reading and comprehension of the configuration itself and the set of inference rules, we will present below.

**Notation 4.2.** Given an interface \( I = \langle A, P, Inf, InitialState, Transitions, Tasks \rangle \), and given a task \( T = \langle Subtasks, c, g \rangle \)

- \( Transitions(I) = Transitions \), denotes the set of transitions of the interface \( I \);
- \( g_T = g \), denotes the goal action of the task \( T \).

Moreover, we assume we can index the tasks of the interface \( I \) with a natural number, so that \( (I, i) \) denotes the \( i \)-th task of the interface \( I \).
In what follows, we define a notation of configuration that will be used as the state of the PPTS.

**Definition 4.12 (Configuration).** Given a safety-critical human multitasking model $Is = \{I_1, \ldots, I_n\}$ where $I_i = \langle A, P, Inf, InitialState, Transitions, Tasks \rangle$, and a set $InterfaceStates$ on $P$, the state of the PPTS is given by a *Configuration* $C$ defined as follows:

$$C = \langle tasks, CL, CS, WM, TS, GC \rangle$$

where:

- $tasks : Is \times \mathbb{N} \rightarrow Tasks$ is a mapping which, given an interface $I_i$ and a natural number $k$, gives the $k$-th task of $I_i$;
- $CL : Is \times \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ is a mapping which, given an interface $I_i$ and a natural number $k$, gives the cognitive load of the $k$-th task of $I_i$;
- $CS : Is \rightarrow InterfaceStates$ is a mapping which, given an interface $I_i$, gives its current state;
- $WM$ is a Working Memory as defined in 4.11;
- $TS : Is \times \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ is a mapping which, given an interface $I_i$ and a natural number $k$, gives the last time the $k$-th task of $I_i$ has been executed;
- $GC : \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ is a global clock, used to keep track of the execution time.

Inside each configuration $C$ of the PPTS we have all the elements that possibly will be modified by the PPTS transitions. In particular, the cognitive load of each task is used to compute their attention attraction factor and is properly recomputed whenever a new subtask begins; as well as the current state of the interface which could change if a user performs an action on that interface. Again, while executing a basic task an information is deleted from $WM$ and one is added inside it. And obviously, the last time a task has been executed changes every time a user selects one of the tasks of the model, as well as the global clock.

Now we present the initial state of the PTS, obtained by the model $Is$. 
Definition 4.13 (Initial configuration). Given a safety-critical human multitasking model $I_s = \{I_1, \ldots, I_n\}$ where $I_i = \langle A, P, \text{Inf}, \text{InitialState}_i, \text{Transitions}_i, \{T_1^i, \ldots, T_m^i\} \rangle$, the initial configuration is

$$\text{initConf} = \langle \text{tasks, CL, CS, WM, TS, GC} \rangle$$

such that, $\forall i \in [1, n]$, $\forall k \in [1, m]$:

- $\text{tasks}(I_i, k) = T_k^i$
- $\text{CL}(I_i, k) = \text{CogLoad}_{T_k^i}$
- $\text{CS}(I_i) = \text{initialState}_i$
- $\text{WM}(I_i) = \{\text{goal}(g_{T_1^i}), \ldots, \text{goal}(g_{T_m^i})\}$
- $\text{TS}(I_i, k) = 0$
- $\text{GC} = 0$

In the initial configuration, each task of each interface of the model $I_s$ can be obtained by the mapping $\text{tasks}$, as well as the cognitive load of each task in $I_s$. As regards the current state of each interface, two possibilities are considered: it can be a timed state associated with a timeout or an untimed state. The working memory $\text{WM}$ is initialised by adding all the task goals inside it, for each task of each interface in $I_s$. Finally the last time each task in $I_s$ has been executed, and the global clock, are set to 0.

Auxiliary Functions

We define a set of auxiliary functions which will be used in the inference rules defined in Subsection 4.2.2.

Notation 4.3. Given $\text{WM} = \langle \text{Memory, size} \rangle$ defined on $I_s$

- $\text{WM}(I) \equiv \text{Memory}(I)$ denotes the set of information associated with the interface $I$;
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- \( \text{size}(I) = \text{size} \) denotes the capacity of Memory(I)

**Occupied.** Given the Working Memory WM, the function \( \text{occupied}(WM) \) gives the number of items in Memory:

\[
\text{occupied}(WM) = \sum_{I \in Is} |WM(I)|
\]

**Minus.** Given \( \text{mem} \subseteq \text{Inf} \) and \( i \in \text{mem} \cup \{\text{noInfo}\} \)

\[
\text{mem} - i = \begin{cases} 
\text{mem} \setminus \{i\}, & \text{if } i \neq \text{noInfo} \\
\text{mem}, & \text{if } i = \text{noInfo}
\end{cases}
\]

**Plus.** Given \( \text{mem} \subseteq \text{Inf} \) and \( i \in \text{Inf} \)

\[
\text{mem} + i = \begin{cases} 
\text{mem} \cup \{i\}, & \text{if } i \neq \text{noInfo} \\
\text{mem}, & \text{if } i = \text{noInfo}
\end{cases}
\]

**WaitTime.** Given \( I = \langle A, P, \text{Inf}, \text{InitialState}, \text{Transition}, \{T_1, \ldots, T_m\}\rangle \), if the argument of the function \( \text{waitTime} \) is the \( i \)-th task of an interface \( I \), the function gives the time it has not been executed, namely what we call \( \text{wait time} \):

\[
\text{waitTime}(I, i) = GC - TS(I, i)
\]

If its argument is an interface \( I \), the function gives the minimum wait time among all tasks of \( I \):

\[
\text{waitTime}(I) = \min_{i \in [1, m]}(\text{waitTime}(I, i))
\]

**Enabled.** Given a task \( \text{tasks}(I, i) \) such that

\[
\text{tasks}(I, i) = \langle j | p \Rightarrow l|k \text{ duration t difficulty d delay } 8 BT_w :: STs, c, g \rangle
\]
the predicate $\text{enabled}(I, i)$ is true if the $i$-th task of $I$ is enabled, namely if in $\text{WM}(I)$ is present its goal, if the delay of its first basic task is elapsed, and if the current state of the $I$ has a timeout not yet expired.

\[
\text{enabled}(I, i) = \begin{cases} 
\text{true, if } (\text{CS}(I) = p \text{ for time } t \land t > \text{waitTime}(I)) \\
\wedge \forall \text{CS}(I) = p \land \\
\text{goal}(g) \in \text{WM}(I) \land \text{GC} - \text{TS}(I, i) \geq \delta \\
\text{false, o.w.} 
\end{cases}
\]

(4.5)

If the task $\text{tasks}(I, i) = \langle \text{emptyTask}, c, g \rangle$, the function $\text{enabled}(I, i)$ is false.

\textbf{AllIdling}. Given a model $\text{Is} = \{I_1, \ldots, I_n\}$, where the interface $I_k$ is defined as $\langle A, P, \text{Inf}, \text{InitialState}, \text{Transition}, \{T_1, \ldots, T_m\} \rangle$, and where $T_y = \langle ST_1 :: \text{STs}, c, g \rangle$, the predicate $\text{allIdling}(\text{Is})$ is true if in $\text{Is}$ the delays of all the first basic tasks of each task of each interface, are higher than 0, false otherwise.

\[
\text{allIdling}(\text{Is}) = \begin{cases} 
\text{true, if } \forall I \in \text{Is}, \forall k \in [1, m] \text{ GC} - \text{TS}(I_k) \geq \text{delay}_{0,ST_1}, \\
\text{false, o.w.} 
\end{cases}
\]

(4.6)

\textbf{MinDelay}. Given a model $\text{Is} = \{I_1, \ldots, I_n\}$, where the interface $I_k$ is defined as $\langle A, P, \text{Inf}, \text{InitialState}, \text{Transition}, \{T_1, \ldots, T_m\} \rangle$, and where $T_y = \langle ST_1 :: \text{STs}, c, g \rangle$, the function $\text{minDelay}(\text{Is})$ gives the minimum time needed to reach a configuration where at least one of the tasks is not pausing.

\[
\text{minDelay}(\text{Is}) = \min \left( \sum_{i \in \text{Is}} \left( \sum_{k \in [1, m]} \text{delay}_{0,ST_1} + \text{TS}(I_k, y) \right) \right)
\]

(4.7)
Definition 4.14 (Semantics). Given a model Is, the semantics is the purely probabilistic transition system \( \langle C, \overset{P}{\rightarrow} \rangle \) where \( \overset{P}{\rightarrow} : C \times [0, 1] \times C \) is the least probabilistic transition relation defined by the inference rules defined in what follows.

Interacting Rule

The interacting rule models the execution of what in Section 4.1 we defined a user action, namely an action performed on the device to which the user directed his/her attention.

\[
I \in Is \quad \text{enabled}(I, i)
\]

\[
CS(I) = p \lor CS(I) = p \quad \text{for time} \quad t \quad p \overset{1}{\rightarrow} q \in \text{Transitions}(I)
\]

\[
\text{tasks}(I, i) = \langle \text{BT}_0 \text{BT}_1 \ldots \text{BT}_n :: STs, c, g \rangle
\]

\[
\text{BT}_0 = j | p \implies l | k \quad \text{duration} \ t \quad \text{difficulty} \ d \quad \text{delay} \ \delta
\]

\[
j \in \text{WM}(I) \quad l \neq g \quad l \neq \text{noAction}
\]

\[
\text{WM}' = \text{WM}[I \mapsto \text{WM}(I) - j + k]
\]

\[
\text{occupied}(\text{WM}') \leq \text{size}(\text{WM})
\]

\[
\langle \text{tasks}, \text{CL}, \text{CS}, \text{WM}, \text{TS}, \text{GC} \rangle \overset{\Phi_{I,i}}{\rightarrow}
\]

\[
\langle \text{tasks}[(I, i) \mapsto \langle \text{BT}_1 \ldots \text{BT}_n :: STs, c, g \rangle], \text{CL}, \text{CS}[I \mapsto q], \text{WM}', \text{TS}[(I, i) \mapsto \text{GC} + t'], \text{GC} + t' \rangle
\]

The \( \text{Interacting}_1 \) rule models the execution and removal from \( C \) of the first basic task (\( \text{BT}_0 \)) of the task \( (I, i) \) of the interface \( I \), if it is not the last basic task of the current subtask. Such task is selected among the others in \( C \) with a probability \( \Phi_{I,i} \) (presented below). The rule is applied if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

- the interface \( I \) must be an interface of the model \( Is \) \( (I \in Is) \);
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• the basic task to be executed must synchronise with one of the interface
transitions: namely the perception and the action to perform of both tran-
sition and basic task must be the same ($p \xrightarrow{I} q$ and $j \xrightarrow{p} I \xrightarrow{k} \ldots$);

• also, the current state of the interface $I$ must have the same perception of
the basic task and the transition ($p \lor p$ for time $t$);

• the action to perform ($l$) must be different from noAction and from the goal
action $g$;

• the information to be retrieved from the working memory to perform the
basic task ($j$) must be in the memory associated with the interface $I$;

• the number of items in the rewrote memory ($\text{occupied}(WM')$) – i.e. after the
execution of the rule – must not exceed the capacity of the working memory
($\text{size}(WM)$) so that the addition of a new information ($k$) would not lead
to the memory overload.

If all these conditions are satisfied then:

• the basic task executed is removed from the configuration
($\text{tasks}[(I, i) \rightarrow (BT_1 \ldots BT_n :: STs, c, g)]$);

• the current state of the interface $I$ is updated ($\text{CS} [I \rightarrow q]$);

• the information $j$ is replaced in memory by the information $k$
($\text{WM} [I \rightarrow WM(I) - j + k]$);

• the time the interface $I$ has been executed for the last time is updated
($\text{TS} [(I, i) \rightarrow GC + t']$);

• the global clock is updated with the duration of the basic task executed
($GC + t'$).

If the basic task executed is the last one of the current subtask, a new cognitive load
value must be computed, it is then applied the rule $\text{Interacting}_2$, presented in what
follows.
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\[ I \in Is \quad enabled(I, i) \]
\[ CS(I) = p \lor p \text{ for time } t \quad \overset{1}{\longleftarrow} q \in Transitions(I) \]
\[ \text{tasks}(I, i) = (BT_0 :: STs, c, g) \]
\[ BT_0 = j \mid p \implies l \mid k \text{ duration } t' \text{ difficulty } d \text{ delay } \delta \]
\[ l \neq g \quad l \neq \text{noAction} \quad j \in WM(I) \]
\[ WM' = WM[I \mapsto WM(I) - j + k] \]
\[ \text{occupied}(WM') \leq \text{size}(WM) \]

The rule has the same conditions as the \textit{Interacting}_1, except for the task selected, whose first basic task is the last one of the current subtask (\textit{tasks}(I, i) = (BT_0 :: STs, c, g)).

Since the cognitive load of the task is computed each time a new subtask begins (and it remains the same throughout its execution), after the execution of the basic tasks and its removing from the configuration it is necessary to compute a new value for the task cognitive load (\textit{CL}[(I, i) \mapsto \text{CogLoad}_{(STs, c, g)}]), using the function \textit{CogLoad}_T defined in 4.1.

\textbf{Selection Probability}

As previously mentioned, each task is characterised by a measure of how much it attracts the user attention, namely the \(a\)-factor, defined in Equation 4.4.

We instantiate such definition to the current configuration, considering also when the task is enabled or not (see function 4.5). We thus define \(a_{t,i}\) as follows:

\[ a_{t,i} = CL(I, i) \times c \times (GC - TS(I, i)) \quad (4.8) \]

We then compute for each task in the configuration, a probability to be selected
proportional to its $\alpha$, called the probability $\Phi$ and defined as follows.

**Definition 4.15** ($\Phi$ probability). Given a model $Is = \{I_1, \ldots, I_n\}$ where $I_k = \langle A, P, Inf, InitialState_i, Transitions_i, \{T_1, \ldots, T_m\} \rangle$, the probability $\Phi_{I,i}$ is defined as:

$$
\Phi_{I,i} = \frac{a_{l,i}}{\sum_{l_k \in Is} (\sum_{j \in [1,m]} a_{l,j})} \tag{4.9}
$$

Since there are as many transition as enabled tasks, all probabilities sum to 1.

**Cognitive**

The cognitive rule models the execution of what in Section 4.1 we defined a **cognitive basic task**, namely a change of the mental plan of the user, without any involvement with the interface.

\[
\begin{align*}
I & \in Is \quad enabled(I, i) \\
\text{tasks}(I, i) &= \langle BT_0 BT_1 \ldots BT_n \triangleright STs, c, g \rangle \\
BT_0 &= j | p \rightarrow l | k \quad \text{duration } t' \quad \text{difficulty } d \quad \text{delay } \delta \\
l &= \text{noAction} \quad j \in WM(I) \quad k \in COG \\
WM' &= WM[I \mapsto WM(I) - j + k] \\
\text{occupied}(WM') &\leq \text{size}(WM) \\
\langle \text{tasks}, CL, CS, WM, TS, GC \rangle &\xrightarrow{\Phi_{I,i}} \langle \text{tasks}[(I, i) \mapsto \langle BT_1 \ldots BT_n \triangleright STs, c, g \rangle], CL, \\
&\quad CS, WM', TS[(I, i) \mapsto GC + t'], GC + t' \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

The rule $\text{Cognitive}_1$ is applied if the cognitive basic task executed is not the last one of the current subtask. The rule models the execution and removal from $C$ of the cognitive basic task $BT_0$, selected with probability $\Phi_{I,i}$. Some of the conditions to be satisfied for the application of the rule are equal to those for the rule $\text{Interacting}_1$: the updated memory must not overlead the capacity of the working memory, the information $j$ must be present in the memory associated with the interface $I$, the
interface \( I \) must be an interface of the model \( Is \), and the task selected \((I, i)\) must be enabled. Nevertheless, other conditions must be satisfied, such as:

- the action to perform must be equal to \textit{noAction}, since the rule models a change of the user memory without any involvement in the interface;

- the information to be added in memory must be a cognition \((k \in COG)\).

If all the conditions are satisfied, here too, the basic task executed is removed from the configuration, the information \( j \) is replaced in memory from the cognition \( k \) and the time the task has been executed for the last time, is updated, as well as the global clock. However, no change is done in the current state, since the user does not perform any action on the interface.

Here again, if the basic task executed is the last one of the current subtask, it is applied the rule \textit{Cognitive}_2, which updates the new value of the cognitive load of the task \((I, i)\) with the function \textit{CogLoad}_T. It is defined as follows.

\[
I \in Is \quad \text{enabled}(I, i) \\
\text{tasks}(I, i) = \langle BT_0 \triangleright STs, c, g \rangle \\
BT_0 = j | p \implies l | k \; \text{duration} \; t' \; \text{difficulty} \; d \; \text{delay} \; \delta \\
l = \text{noAction} \\
j \in WM(I) \\
k \in COG \\
WM' = WM(I) - j + k \\
\text{occupied}(WM') \leq \text{size}(WM) \\
\Phi_{l,i} \quad \text{Cognitive}_2 \\
\left\langle \text{tasks, CL, CS, WM, TS, GC} \right\rangle \\
\left\langle \text{tasks} \left[ (I, i) \mapsto \langle STs, c, g \rangle \right], \text{CL} \left[ (I, i) \mapsto \text{CogLoad}_{STs,c,g} \right], \right. \\
\left. \text{CS, WM'}, \text{TS} \left[ (I, i) \mapsto \text{GC} + t' \right], \text{GC} + t' \right\rangle
\]

\textbf{Closure}

The rule closure models the achievement of the goal for the selected task, namely the execution of the goal action \( g \) inside the task.
The rule models the execution of the basic task $BT_0$ of the enabled task $(I, i)$, selected with probability $\Phi_{I,i}$. Here again, some conditions are equal to those for the rule Interacting$_1$: the memory must not overload after the execution of the basic task, the information $j$ must be present in the memory associated with $I$, the basic task executed and one of the transitions of $I$ must synchronise, as well as the current state of $I$ must have the same perception as the one of the basic task and the transition. However, in such a case, the action to perform must be the action that will lead to the achievement of the goal $g$.

After the execution, the task $(I, i)$ is removed from the configuration (therefore the subtask sequence becomes empty); the current state of $I$ is updated, as well as the time the task has been executed for the last time and the global clock. Finally, in the memory associated with $I$ the information $k$ replaces the information $j$, and the goal of the task just executed (goal($g$)) is removed from the memory associated with $I$.

**Forgetting**

When the execution of the basic task exceeds the capacity of the memory, an item must be forgotten (i.e. deleted from WM) to make room to the new information.
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Since maintaining information in WM requires the user’s attention, and the interface with the highest wait time is the one to which the user has not given attention for the longest time, one of the information related to the interface chosen with a probability $\Psi$ proportional to its wait time, is randomly forgotten. The probability $\Psi$ will be presented below.

The memory could overload for the execution of both user action basic task and cognitive basic task: we will present two similar rules ($\text{ForgetInteracting}$ and $\text{ForgetCognitive}$) to model respectively these two situations. Both rules are specified in two versions: one version for the case where the basic task executed is the last one of the current subtask, the second version otherwise. We will present all of them in what follows.

\[
I, I' \in Is \quad \text{enabled}(I, i) \\
CS(I) = p \lor CS(I) = p \text{ for time } t \\
p \xrightarrow{1} q \in \text{Transitions}(I) \\
\text{tasks}(I, i) = \langle BT_0 BT_1 \ldots BT_n :: STs, c, g \rangle \\
BT_0 = j \mid p \longrightarrow l \mid k \text{ duration } t' \text{ difficulty } d \text{ delay } \delta \\
l \neq g \quad l \neq \text{noAction} \\
z \in WM(I') \quad j = \text{noInfo} \quad k \neq \text{noInfo} \\
WM' = WM[I \leftrightarrow WM(I) - j + k, I' \leftrightarrow WM(I') - z] \\
\text{occupied}(WM) = \text{size}(WM) \\
\xrightarrow{\Phi_I, \Psi_I} \text{ForgetInteracting}_1 \\
\langle \text{tasks}, CL, CS, WM, TS, GC \rangle \\
\langle \text{tasks} [(I, i) \mapsto \langle BT_1 \ldots BT_n :: STs, c, g \rangle], CL, \\
CS [I \mapsto q], WM', TS [(I, i) \mapsto GC + t'], GC + t' \rangle
\[ I, I' \in Is \quad enabled(I, i) \]
\[ CS(I) = p \lor CS(I) = p \text{ for time } t \]
\[ p \xrightarrow{1} q \in \text{Transitions}(I) \]
\[ \text{tasks}(I, i) = \langle BT_0 :: STs, c, g \rangle \]
\[ BT_0 = j | p \implies l | k \text{ duration } t' \text{ difficulty } d \text{ delay } \delta \]
\[ l \neq g \quad l \neq \text{noAction} \]
\[ z \in WM(I') \quad j = \text{noInfo} \quad k \neq \text{noInfo} \]
\[ WM' = WM[I \mapsto WM(I) - j + k, I' \mapsto WM(I') - z] \]
\[ \text{occupied}(WM) = \text{size}(WM) \]

\[ \langle \text{tasks}, \text{CL}, \text{CS}, \text{WM}, \text{TS}, \text{GC} \rangle^{\Phi_{I,i}^I, \Psi_{I,i}^I} \]
\[ \langle \text{tasks} [(I, i) \mapsto \langle \text{STs}, c, g \rangle], \text{CL} [(I, i) \mapsto \text{CogLoad}(\text{STs}, c, g)], \]
\[ \text{CS} [I \mapsto q], \text{WM}', \text{TS} [(I, i) \mapsto \text{GC} + t'], \text{GC} + t' \rangle \]

\[ I, I' \in Is \quad enabled(I, i) \]
\[ \text{tasks}(I, i) = \langle BT_0 BT_1 \ldots BT_n :: STs, c, g \rangle \]
\[ BT_0 = j | p \implies l | k \text{ duration } t' \text{ difficulty } d \text{ delay } \delta \]
\[ l = \text{noAction} \quad z \in WM(I') \]
\[ j = \text{noInfo} \quad k \neq \text{noInfo} \quad k \in \text{COG} \]
\[ WM' = WM[I \mapsto WM(I) - j + k, I' \mapsto WM(I') - z] \]
\[ \text{occupied}(WM) = \text{size}(WM) \]

\[ \langle \text{tasks}, \text{CL}, \text{CS}, \text{WM}, \text{TS}, \text{GC} \rangle^{\Phi_{I,i}^I, \Psi_{I,i}^I} \]
\[ \langle \text{tasks} [(I, i) \mapsto \langle BT_1 \ldots BT_n :: \text{STs}, c, g \rangle], \text{CL}, \]
\[ \text{CS}, \text{WM}', \text{TS} [(I, i) \mapsto \text{GC} + t'], \text{GC} + t' \rangle \]
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\[ I, I' \in \text{Is} \quad enabled(I, i) \]

\[ \text{tasks}(I, i) = \langle BT_0 BT_1 \ldots BT_n :: STs, c, g \rangle \]

\[ BT_0 = j \mid p \implies l \mid k \quad \text{duration} \quad t' \quad \text{difficulty} \quad d \quad \text{delay} \quad \delta \]

\[ l = \text{noAction} \quad z \in \text{WM}(I') \]

\[ j = \text{noInfo} \quad k \neq \text{noInfo} \quad k \in \text{COG} \]

\[ \text{WM}' = \text{WM}(I \mapsto \text{WM}(I) - j + k, I' \mapsto \text{WM}(I') - z) \]

\[ \text{occupied}(\text{WM}) = \text{size}(\text{WM}) \]

\[ \langle \text{tasks}, \text{CL}, \text{CS}, \text{WM}, \text{TS}, \text{GC} \rangle \xrightarrow{\Phi_I, \Psi_I} \]

\[ \langle \text{tasks} [(I, i) \mapsto \langle \text{STs}, c, g \rangle], \text{CL} [(I, i) \mapsto \text{CogLoad}_{(STs, c, g)}], \text{CS}, \text{WM}', \text{TS} [(I, i) \mapsto \text{GC} + t'], \text{GC} + t' \rangle \]

ForgetCognitive_2

As the specification of the rules shows, the probability to go from a configuration to the other is the multiplication of the probability \( \Phi_T \) that the task \( T \) will be selected and executed, for probability \( \Psi_I \) that the interface \( I \) will be selected to delete a random information from its memory.

**Deletion Probability**

As previously mentioned, in the forgetting rules one information related to the interface chosen with a probability proportional to its maximum wait time, is randomly forgotten. We call such probability \( \Psi \) and we defined it as follows.

**Definition 4.16** (\( \Psi \) probability). Given a model \( \text{Is} = \{I_1, \ldots, I_n\} \) where \( I_k = \langle A, P, \text{Inf}, \text{InitialState}, \text{Transitions}, \{T_1, \ldots, T_m\} \rangle \), the probability \( \Psi_I \) is defined as:

\[
\Psi_I = \frac{\text{waitTime}(I)}{\sum_{I \in \text{Is}} \text{waitTime}(I_k)} \cdot \frac{1}{|\text{WM}(I)|}
\]  

(4.10)

Essentially, for each interface in the the model \( \text{Is} \), the probability \( \Psi \) is proportional to their maximum wait time, moreover it is taken into account also the num-
number of elements in the set of information associated with each interface, considering that one of that information will be randomly forgotten.

Since there are as many transitions as the number of elements in WM and the number of interfaces in Is, then all probabilities sum to 1.

**ALL IDLING**

Finally, if all the delays of each first basic task of each task in the configuration C are higher than 0 (i.e. all tasks are pausing), then the time passes until some task is no more pausing.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
I \in Is \quad enabled(I, i) \quad allIdling(Is) \\
\langle tasks, CL, CS, WM, TS, GC \rangle \xrightarrow{1} AllIdling \\
\langle tasks, CL, CS, WM, TS, GC + \minDelay(Is) \rangle
\end{array}
\]

The rule is applied if at least one of the interface in Is is enabled, and if all the interfaces in Is are pausing. In such case, just the global clock is updated with the earliest time when the delay of some basic task reaches 0.

**4.3 Example**

In order to better explain the syntax and the semantics of our model let us show a simple example of the concurrent interaction with 3 tasks.

Given a safety-critical human multitasking model \(Is = \{I_1, I_2\}\) the interfaces \(I_1\) and \(I_2\) are defined as follows (according to Definition 4.3):

\[
I_1 = \langle \{g_1, g_2\}, \{p, p', q, q'\}, \{info_1\}, p, \{p \xrightarrow{a} p', q \xrightarrow{a} q'\}, \{T_{11}, T_{12}\} \rangle
\]

\[
I_2 = \langle \{c, g_3\}, \{k, k'\}, \{\}, k, \{k \xrightarrow{c} k'\}, \{T_{21}\} \rangle
\]

Where the tasks \(T_{11}, T_{12},\) and \(T_{21}\) are defined as follows (according to Definition 4.5):

\[
72
\]
\[T_{11} = \langle \text{info} \mid p \Rightarrow \text{g} \mid \text{noInfo duration 3 difficulty 5 delay 0, 0.5, } g_1 \rangle,\]
\[T_{12} = \langle \text{noInfo} \mid q \Rightarrow \text{g} \mid \text{noInfo duration 2 difficulty 9 delay 12, 0.3, } g_2 \rangle\]
\[T_{21} = \langle \text{noInfo} \mid k \Rightarrow \text{g} \mid \text{noInfo duration 6 difficulty 4 delay 0, 12, } g_3 \rangle\]

As the specification shows, the 3 tasks \(T_{11}, T_{12},\) and \(T_{21}\) consist of a single basic task, whose action is the goal action \((g_1, g_2,\) and \(g_3).\) As regards the characteristics of each task:

- Task \(T_{11}\) has a cognitive load equal to \(CL(I_1, 1) = \frac{5 \times 3}{5} = 5\) (computed with Equation 4.1), and a criticality of 0.5.

- Task \(T_{12}\) has a cognitive load equal to \(CL(I_1, 2) = \frac{9 \times 2}{9 + 12} = 1.2857\), a criticality of 0.5, and a delay of 12 which means that will be enabled after 12 time units.

- Task \(T_{21}\) has a cognitive load equal to \(CL(I_2, 1) = \frac{4 \times 6}{6} = 4\), and a criticality of 12.

In Figure 4.3.1 is shown how part of the transition system would evolve from the initial configuration \(ic\) defined in Definition 4.13. In figure are shown just the global clock and the tasks which have not been executed yet. The other information about the configuration, included the working memory, are omitted for the sake of simplicity.

At the beginning, the tasks enabled are \(T_{11}\) and \(T_{21}.\) Their \(\alpha\)-factor is:

- \(\alpha_{11} = 5 \times 0.5\)
- \(\alpha_{21} = 4 \times 12\)

Computed as the product of cognitive load and criticality according to Equation 4.1.1 (note that in the computation of the \(\alpha\)-factor, their wait time is not taken into account since it is equal to 0).

The task \(T_{11}\) is then chosen with probability 0.0495, and the task \(T_{21}\) is chosen with probability 0.9505.
Once such choice is done, at the next step it is executed the enabled task that has not been previously executed. Once both are executed, and thus when the global clock is equal to 9, in the configuration is present just the task $T_{12}$, which has nevertheless a delay not yet elapsed. Therefore, both configurations idle until the global clock is equal to 12 and the task $T_{12}$ is executed.

**Figure 4.3.1:** Part of the transition system.
We implement a slightly simplified version of the formal model presented in Chapter 4 as a simulator, in order to simulate the human selective attention and the functioning of the working memory in the case of users involved in multiple tasks requiring different cognitive effort, some of which may be safety-critical [18].

Simulations allow us to get a quick feedback about whether a user can safely perform multiple tasks or whether one of the tasks can deflect the user’s attention from another, possibly critical, task. We found that the proposed simulation algorithm simulates human selective attention in accordance with the description of its functioning in the psychological literature.

This chapter presents the safety-critical human multitasking simulator.
5.1 Simulator

The simulator is implemented in Java. The full specification is available at http://www.di.unipi.it/msvbio/software/AttentionSim.html

We implement a simplified version of human multitasking where users are allowed to perform a single task on each interface, we then decide not to model the interfaces.

We implement a Java class for each element of human multitasking presented in Chapter 4 (except for the interface objects). According to this, we have:

- a BasicTask class, where each BasicTask object has five parameters:
  - two parameters information1 and information2 of type String
  - a parameter duration of type Integer
  - a parameter difficulty of type Double
  - a parameter delay of type Integer

  denoting respectively the information to retrieve from the working memory and the information to replace in the working memory during the execution of the basic task, and the duration, difficulty and delay of the basic task. We do not model a parameter regarding the actions to perform on the interface since we do not model interfaces.

- a Subtask class, where each Subtask object is implemented as vector of BasicTask objects. The cognitiveLoad() function computes the cognitive load of a subtask according to the equation 4.1

- a Task class, where each Task object has five parameters:
  - a parameter taskId of type Integer
  - a parameter stSequence which models the sequence of the subtasks of the task as a vector of Subtask objects
a parameter criticality of type Double denoting the criticality level of a task

- a parameter timestamp of type Integer denoting the last time the task has been executed.

- a parameter status of type String, which we add at the model for analysis purposes and which has value "ongoing" if everything in the interaction is going well, value "completed" when the task is completed, and value "interrupted" when something in the interaction goes wrong and the task is interrupted.

In the Task class are defined a set of auxiliary functions:

- update() which removes the first element of the vector of subtasks if it is empty, and updates the cognitive load of the current subtask

- alpha() which returns the attention attraction factor $\alpha$ of each task that is computed according to equation 4.1.1.

- hd() which returns the first basic task of the task

- tl() which removes the first basic task of the task (the first element of the vector of BasicTask objects of the first vector of SubTask objects of the task)

- completed() returns true if the task is completed and false otherwise

- a WorkingMemory class, where a WorkingMemory object has two parameters:

  - a parameter capacity of type integer denoting what in Chapter 4 we called size

  - a parameter memory implemented as a hash table which maps integers (representing the identifier of each task) to a vector of strings (representing the set of information necessary for the completion of that task), denoting what in Chapter 4 we called Memory
• a Configuration class, which models the state of the simulation. An instance object of such class contains
  
  – a vector of Task objects
  – a WorkingMemory object
  – variable globalClock of type Integer

Moreover, in the class Configuration are defined a set of auxiliary functions:

  – enabled() which returns a vector of Task objects whose first basic task must not have a delay higher than zero. Moreover, each task must have a goal inside the memory associated with it, it must be not completed, and its status must be "ongoing"

  – waitingTasks() which returns a vector of Task objects whose first basic task has a delay higher than zero. Also in this case, each task must have a goal inside the memory associated with it, it must be not completed, and its status must be "ongoing"

  – completed() which returns true if all tasks in the configuration are completed

  – removeInformation(String information, int taskId) which removes the information from the memory mapped to the taskId, when the information is not noInfo

  – addInformation(String information, int taskId) which adds the information to the memory mapped to the taskId, when the information is not noInfo. If the memory would overload with the addition of the information, it first calls the function overload() presented below

  – overload() which removes a random information from the memory associated with a task chosen with a probability proportional to the
time it has not been executed (namely the globalClock minus its
timeStamp

• a Simulator class: where the algorithm for simulating selective attention
is specified. We define it in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm performs a main loop that essentially executes one basic task in each
iteration. The basic task to be executed is the first basic task of one of the enabled
tasks. For each such candidate basic task, its attention attraction factor $\alpha_i$ is com-
puted and it then has a probability of being chosen that is proportional to $\alpha_i$. Once
a basic task has been chosen:

• the global clock is updated with the duration of the basic task executed;

• the timestamp of the chosen task is updated;

• the second information of the basic task executed replaces its first informa-
tion in the memory associated with the task chosen;

• the basic task executed is removed from the configuration;

• if the basic task executed was the last one of the current subtask, such sub-
task is removed from the configuration and the cognitive load of the task is
updated;

• if the task chosen is completed, its status becomes completed.

If the algorithm reaches a configuration where no task is enabled, the main loop
performs an iteration where only the global clock is updated with the minimum
value needed to reach a configuration where at least one task is not pausing (namely,
the minimum among all sums of the timestamp of each task and the delay of its first
basic task).

In order to show that the proposed simulation algorithm simulates selective at-
tention in accordance with relevant literature, let us first consider a variant of the
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for simulating selective attention on a configuration c

1: \textbf{while not} c.completed() \textbf{do}
2: \hspace{10pt} \textbf{if} c.enabled() \neq \emptyset \textbf{then}
3: \hspace{20pt} \textbf{for all} Task \in c.enabled() \textbf{do}
4: \hspace{30pt} Task.alpha()
5: \hspace{20pt} \textbf{end for}
6: \hspace{10pt} \text{choose} Task_i \in c.enabled() \text{with probability} \frac{d_i}{\sum_{k=0}^{\text{c.enabled().size}} a_k}
7: \hspace{10pt} c.globalClock := c.globalClock + Task_i.hd().duration
8: \hspace{10pt} Task_i.timeStamp := c.globalClock
9: \hspace{10pt} c.removeInformation(T_i.hd().information1,i)
10: \hspace{10pt} c.addInformation(T_i.hd().information2,i)
11: \hspace{10pt} Task_i.tl()
12: \hspace{10pt} \textbf{if} Task_i.stSequence[0].isEmpty() \textbf{then}
13: \hspace{20pt} Task_i.update()
14: \hspace{10pt} \textbf{end if}
15: \hspace{10pt} \textbf{if} Task_i.completed() \textbf{then}
16: \hspace{20pt} Task_i.status := "completed"
17: \hspace{10pt} \textbf{end if}
18: \hspace{10pt} \textbf{else if} c.waitingTasks() \neq \emptyset \textbf{then}
19: \hspace{20pt} c.globalClock := \min\{\text{Task}_k\text{.timeStamp + Task}_k\text{.hd().delay} | \text{Task}_k \in c\}
20: \hspace{10pt} \textbf{end if}
21: \hspace{10pt} \textbf{end while}

algorithm that does not take the task wait time (namely the time the task has not been executed) into account when computing the \( \alpha \) factor.

Let us consider two concurrent tasks with the same criticality level and each consisting of \( k \) identical basic tasks: we refer to the duration and difficulty parameters of each basic task of the first task (\( T_1 \)) as \( t_1 \) and \( d_1 \); and to the duration and difficulty parameters of each basic task of the second task (\( T_2 \)) as \( t_2 \) and \( d_2 \).

In order to complete both tasks, the simulation algorithm performs exactly \( 2k \) steps (where a step represents the execution of a single basic task). Since the two tasks have the same criticality level, the probability of completing task \( T_1 \) at step
\[ P(T_1, n) = \left( \frac{t_1 d_1}{t_1 d_1 + t_2 d_2} \right)^k \left( \frac{t_2 d_2}{t_1 d_1 + t_2 d_2} \right)^{(n-k)} \left( n - 1 \right)^{n-k}. \]

The expected number of steps necessary to complete task \( T_1 \) can therefore be given as

\[ E[T_1] = \sum_{n=k}^{2k} P(T_1, n)n, \]

that corresponds to

\[ E[T_1] = \left( \frac{t_1 d_1}{t_1 d_1 + t_2 d_2} \right)^k \sum_{n=k}^{2k} \left( \frac{t_2 d_2}{t_1 d_1 + t_2 d_2} \right)^{(n-k)} \left( n - 1 \right)^{n-k} n. \]

The formula shows that the expected number of steps for the completion of \( T_1 \) increases with the difficulty and duration of the basic tasks of \( T_2 \), namely, it increases when the CL of \( T_2 \) increases. Hence, the algorithm simulates the switching of attention in agreement with what described in [13] and [44]. However, since the task wait time is not taken into account, this variant of the algorithm could lead to unrealistic starvation cases (e.g., the algorithm could repeatedly skip a task with very low criticality level and CL).

Let us now discuss what changes when the task wait time is taken into account. Formula \( E[T_1] \) becomes more complex since the repeated probabilistic events are no longer independent. However, the structure of the formula remains the same, with a result that is still increasing with the difficulty and duration of the basic tasks of \( T_2 \) (in agreement with [13] and [44]). In addition to this, the wait time tends to favour at each step the task that has not been chosen in the previous step. As a consequence, the regular alternation of \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) is promoted with, as a result, a reduced variance in the distribution of the number of steps necessary to complete \( T_1 \). Hence, the use of wait time reduces the probability of unnatural starvation among the tasks.
We validate the human selective attention algorithm proposed against data gathered from an experimental study performed with real users involved in the interaction with two concurrent tasks: one representing a “main” critical task, the other representing a “distractor” task with different levels of cognitive load.

As presented in Chapter 4, we compute for each task an $\alpha$-factor representing the likelihood the task will attract the user’s attention. At each step of the interaction the user chooses the task to be executed with a probability proportional to its $\alpha$. The $\alpha$-factor of a task (see Equation 4.4) is described as the product of three parameters: the cognitive load of the current subtask, the criticality level of the task, and the time elapsed since the last time the task has been executed.

Although the proposed mechanism simulating the switching of attention between tasks is consistent with psychological literature and results from experimen-
tal psychological studies, we conducted an experimental study with real users involved in a multitasking interaction on a web application with a “main” critical task and a secondary “distractor” task. Essentially, the main question we want to answer is:

Does the computation of the $\alpha$-factor “mirror” the tasks prioritisation which real users perform in a safety-critical multitasking context?

The experiment and the analysis of the experimental data, together with a proper development of simulations, based on such data, allow us to fine-tune the proposed model and to validate it.

We will present the experimental study in Section 6.1, the design of the simulation experiments in Section 6.2 and the results we obtained in Section 6.3.

6.1 Experimental Study

The development of the web application for the experimental study is part of a collaboration with the psychologists Prof. Carmen Berrocal Montiel and Dr. Cristina Belviso of the University of Pisa, which lead to the definition of a set of appropriate tasks for the validation of the proposed algorithm. We defined two separated tests: one for evaluating the WM performances of the participants, and one called shared attention test where users were asked to interact with two tasks concurrently.

6.1.1 Working Memory Span Tasks

Before the shared attention test, we administrate to the participants two different working memory span tasks, in order to identify different inclinations to multitasking, so that we can underline common characteristics and differences to realise more precise simulation tests.

We administrate two different WM span tasks: the reading span task (RST) [43], and the operation span task (OST) [108]. In both, a sequence of numbers

\[\text{Available at } \text{http://pages.di.unipi.it/milazzo/AppSpans/}\]
of variable length (from 2 to 5 numbers) is presented in the screen; each number is spaced by a sentence (RST) or an equation (OST) to evaluate. When all numbers are presented to the users, they have to recall the numbers in the exact order they were presented. We administrate 3 test repetitions for each sequence length: in total 12 repetitions for both RST and OST. As regards the procedure for measuring the WM capacity, we use the partial-credit unit scoring (PCU).

6.1.2 Shared attention test

As regards the shared attention test\(^2\), we defined two tasks, (i) a main and critical one, and (ii) a secondary distracting task (with different levels of cognitive load):

i. As shown in Figure 6.1.1, in the main task users visualise on the screen a chain of 9 rings and a black pellet which randomly moves left and right along the chain. Every time the task starts the black pellet is on the green ring and moves randomly every second.

Users are asked to avoid that the black pellet reaches one of the red rings at the two ends of the chain, by pushing two buttons on the screen which move the pellet in the two directions: if they do not succeed, the task fails.

ii. In the secondary distracting task (shown in Figure 6.1.2), users visualise on the screen a sequence of boxes and a keyboard. At cyclic intervals, a letter appears inside a box; letters appear one by one until all boxes are full.

Users have to find and push on the keyboard the letter corresponding to the one inside the box indicated by the arrow, until all the letters are inserted in the same order they were presented. Every time they have to insert a new letter (i.e. the previous letter has been successfully inserted and the next one has appeared) the keyboard changes.

Such activity has a total duration expressed through a timeout, visualised by a decreasing number and a black bar whose length decreases. Once such

\(^2\)Available at [http://pages.di.unipi.it/milazzo/AppSpans2/](http://pages.di.unipi.it/milazzo/AppSpans2/)
timeout expires the task is concluded: if the user did not succeed in inserting all the letters, the task is considered failed, otherwise the task succeeds.

The tasks are presented on two separate tabs of the same window: users can see only one of the two tabs at a time, and they can switch from one to another by pushing the space bar. So, the user has to perform the two tasks concurrently by interleaving them. Both tasks have to be completed successfully.

As already mentioned, the secondary task is instantiated with different levels of CL (see Equation 4.1). In order to do this, three different parameters of the secondary task are differentiated: the number of letters to insert (letters), the length of the keyboard (keys), namely the number of keys composing the keyboard, and the total duration of the task (duration).

To vary the CL of a task we need to manipulate the total duration of the task and what in Chapter 4 we called difficulty factor (i.e. a measure of the temporal density of difficulty of the task). As regards the total duration, we define three possible durations of 18, 22, and 26 seconds. As regards the difficulty factor, we
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Table 6.1.1: Values of parameters letters, keys, and duration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>letters</th>
<th>2 letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>keys</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duration</td>
<td>18 22 26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>letters</th>
<th>4 letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>keys</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duration</td>
<td>18 22 26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>letters</th>
<th>8 letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>keys</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duration</td>
<td>18 22 26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• the parameter letters by defining three kinds of task where users have to insert 2 letters, 4 letters, and 8 letters respectively;

• the parameter keys by defining a kind of task where users should search for the right letter in a single keyboard (i.e. the number of keys composing the keyboard is equal to the number of letters to be inserted), and a kind of task where they have to search for the letter in a double keyboard (i.e. the number of keys is twice as many letters to be inserted). Every time a new letter has to be inserted the keyboard changes.

In total we have 18 different levels of CL for the secondary task (see Table 6.1.1), and the web application administers 3 test repetitions for each level (presented randomly): in total users have to perform 54 test repetitions. All these values (both for the tasks’ parameters and for the number of items to perform) have been the results of the collaboration with the team of psychologists, with which we defined the values in order that the test would be significant and valid.

It is worth to note that the criticality of the main task and the difficulty of each single action for all levels of CL of the secondary task are parameters that can change from user to user, for the way they perceive it to be.
6.1.3 Participants

The definition of the experimental study has been submitted to the ethical com-
mittee of the University of Pisa, which authorised the administration of the test.
To take part in the experimental study, participants were asked to sign an informed
consent form and a consent for the processing of personal data.

We performed two test sessions taking care that the environment, the provided
equipment, and the test timetable were the same in both sessions. Were excluded
from the study persons suffering from cognitive functions disorders or consum-
ing drugs with an effect on such functions. Participation has been voluntary and
without any incentive; participants were free to abandon the test at any time.

In total, 26 participants took part in the experimental study mother-tongue Italian,
of both sexes (60% men, 40% women), aged between 18 and 40 years old, with
a normal visual acuity (or correct by lenses).

6.1.4 Data Collection

WM Span Tasks. The web application is able to collect users answers for both WM
span tasks for each item, and it is thus able to compute the PCU for the OST task
and for the RST task. From such data, we can compute the total PCU score for
each participant, calculated as the mean of the scores of both tasks.

Total PCU values go from a minimum of 0.35 to a maximum of 0.97 (see Table
6.1.2).

Shared Attention Test. For the shared attention test, the web application is able to
track:

- the length of the keyboard, the number of letters to insert and the time to
  complete the task;
- the time a letter appears on the screen;
- the time a user pushes a letter on the keyboard;
### Table 6.1.2: PCU scores of the 26 participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>OST PCU</th>
<th>RST PCU</th>
<th>TOTAL PCU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.7875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>OST PCU</th>
<th>RST PCU</th>
<th>TOTAL PCU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.7525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.7125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.8675</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
each time a user fails in pushing the correct letter on the keyboard;

• each time a user succeeds in pushing the correct letter on the keyboard;

• each time a user passes from a task to the other;

• each time the black pellet reaches a red ring;

• each time a user fails in inserting the correct sequence of letters in time.

In order to identify a correlation between the users’ PCU and their multitasking performance – which would be consistent with the relevant psychological literature –, we divide PCU values into 3 intervals and we divide participants into 3 different groups:

1. lowPCU: user total PCU ≤ 0.80;

2. mediumPCU: 0.80 < user total PCU ≤ 0.90;

3. highPCU: user total PCU > 0.90;

We compute for all users whose PCU is in a given interval, the mean of the errors for the main task (T1) and for the secondary task (T2). As shown in Figure 6.1.3, the number of errors for both tasks decreases as the users’ PCU increases.

Moreover, we then can compute for all users, whose PCU is in a given interval, the average time to find the right letter on the keyboard and push it for each level of cognitive load.

As shown in Table 6.1.3 the higher the PCU, the faster the participants find and push the correct letter.
Figure 6.1.3: Average errors for the main task (T1) and the secondary task (T2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2L 2K 18S</th>
<th>2L 2K 22S</th>
<th>2L 2K 26S</th>
<th>2L 4K 18S</th>
<th>2L 4K 22S</th>
<th>2L 4K 26S</th>
<th>4L 4K 18S</th>
<th>4L 4K 22S</th>
<th>4L 4K 26S</th>
<th>4L 8K 18S</th>
<th>4L 8K 22S</th>
<th>4L 8K 26S</th>
<th>8L 8K 18S</th>
<th>8L 8K 22S</th>
<th>8L 8K 26S</th>
<th>8L 16K 18S</th>
<th>8L 16K 22S</th>
<th>8L 16K 26S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lowPCU</td>
<td>1,293</td>
<td>1,183</td>
<td>1,296</td>
<td>1,394</td>
<td>1,473</td>
<td>1,332</td>
<td>1,531</td>
<td>1,56</td>
<td>1,494</td>
<td>1,827</td>
<td>1,882</td>
<td>1,747</td>
<td>1,464</td>
<td>1,529</td>
<td>1,622</td>
<td>1,844</td>
<td>1,999</td>
<td>1,949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediumPCU</td>
<td>1,094</td>
<td>1,356</td>
<td>1,141</td>
<td>1,258</td>
<td>1,281</td>
<td>1,248</td>
<td>1,41</td>
<td>1,375</td>
<td>1,612</td>
<td>1,77</td>
<td>1,747</td>
<td>1,616</td>
<td>1,328</td>
<td>1,397</td>
<td>1,538</td>
<td>1,696</td>
<td>1,556</td>
<td>1,744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highPCU</td>
<td>1,096</td>
<td>1,014</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>1,177</td>
<td>1,198</td>
<td>1,149</td>
<td>1,283</td>
<td>1,199</td>
<td>1,118</td>
<td>1,56</td>
<td>1,474</td>
<td>1,379</td>
<td>1,231</td>
<td>1,339</td>
<td>1,303</td>
<td>1,513</td>
<td>1,632</td>
<td>1,572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1.3: Average duration for each PCU group and each level of cognitive load.
Observing the data we notice that there are no significant differences on the average duration for tasks with different total duration, namely it does not matter how long is the task, but how many letters the user has to find on a single or double keyboard. We then compute the average duration for each combination of number of letter to insert and number of keys on the keyboard (see Table 6.1.4).

From data collected by the web application, we can also deduce how long users stay on a task respect to the other, and according to such times, we can understand how much each participant perceives as critical the main task respect to the secondary task. However, by observing the data, we notice that about the 20% of the time a user is on the secondary task, the next letter has not yet appeared, namely such time represents the time the user goes backwards and forwards from the main task to the secondary task to check if the letter has appeared.

We call criticality the percentage of time a user stays on the main task respect to the secondary task. In order to check if the less a user perceives the main task as critical (i.e. the criticality is lower), the more he/she fails in such task, we divide the criticality values (which go from 48% to 66%) into 2 groups: the first groups values until 57%, the second groups values higher than 58%. We then compute the average number of errors for each of these groups, and we find that the more the main task is perceived as critical, the less the users fail in it: 3,36 errors on average for the low criticality group and 1,8 errors on average for high criticality group. In Figure 6.1.4 are shown the number of errors of each participant (denoted with a red cross) when varying the criticality. We then identify 2 more subgroups, according to how users perceive the criticality of the main task: we call them lowCriticality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2L 2K</th>
<th>2L 4K</th>
<th>4L 4K</th>
<th>4L 8K</th>
<th>8L 8K</th>
<th>8L 16K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lowPCU</td>
<td>1,257</td>
<td>1,4</td>
<td>1,528</td>
<td>1,843</td>
<td>1,538</td>
<td>1,934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediumPCU</td>
<td>1,197</td>
<td>1,262</td>
<td>1,466</td>
<td>1,711</td>
<td>1,421</td>
<td>1,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highPCU</td>
<td>1,042</td>
<td>1,175</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>1,471</td>
<td>1,291</td>
<td>1,572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1.4: Average duration for each PCU group and each combination of numbers of letters and number of keys in the keyboard.
and highCriticality.

Therefore, we consider 6 different typologies of users – by considering the 3 PCU groups and the 2 criticality subgroups – and we then identify 6 different groups:

1. lowPCU – lowCriticality
2. lowPCU – highCriticality
3. mediumPCU – lowCriticality
4. mediumPCU – highCriticality
5. highPCU – lowCriticality
6. highPCU – highCriticality

Figure 6.1.4: Number of errors of each participant when varying the calculated criticality (time spent on the main task).
6.2 Simulation Experiments

For each group devised above, and for each level of cognitive load of the secondary task, we implement a different simulation experiment.

Main Task

As regards the main critical task (i.e. the one where users are asked to avoid that the black pellet reaches one of the two red rings), we implement it as a sequence of basic tasks, whose duration is set to $1$ and difficulty is set to $0.1$. We implement the same task for each PCU group, and two variants of the task for each criticality subgroup: for highCriticality we set the criticality of the task to $40$, for lowCriticality we set it to $4$.

Secondary Task

As explained in Section 6.1.2, in the secondary task, a letter appears inside the white boxes at a specific time: the total duration of the task is divided by the number of letters to insert, and such measure gives us the interval of time between the appearance of a letter and the next one. Therefore, the secondary task could be defined as follows (according to Definition 4.5):

$$\langle \text{noInfo} \mid \text{letter}_1 \Rightarrow \text{findL}_1 \mid \text{noInfo} \text{ duration t difficulty d delay } \delta_1 \rangle$$

$$\vdots$$

$$\langle \text{noInfo} \mid \text{letter}_n \Rightarrow \text{findL}_n \mid \text{noInfo} \text{ duration t difficulty d delay } \delta_n, c.g. \rangle$$

where:

- $n$ is the number of letters to insert, and thus the number of basic tasks composing the secondary task;

- $t_i$ is the duration of the action $\text{findL}_i$, set as the average duration for a given combination of number of letters and keys, according to the duration presented in Table 6.1.4;
• $d_i$ is the difficulty of the action $\text{find}L_i$, which we set to 6;

• $\delta_i$ denotes the time which has to elapse so that the letter appears, namely the interval of time between the appearance of two letters minus the duration $t_i$.

Actually, the appearance of a letter in the secondary task is independent of the previous letter, which means that each letter in a sequence appears as soon as the given time interval has passed, whether the previous letter has been correctly inserted or not. Instead, the task presented above, implies that the delay $\delta_i$ of each basic task (namely of each letter) starts elapsing as soon as the basic task becomes the first one of the current subtask, which means that by modelling the secondary task in that way, the appearance of a letter would be related to the correct insertion of the previous letter.

We thus decide to model a different task for each letter to be inserted in the secondary task, namely to divide the unique task presented above into $n$ different tasks:

\[
\langle \text{noInfo} \mid \text{letter}_i \Rightarrow \text{find}L_i \mid \text{info}_2 \text{ duration } t \text{ difficulty } d \text{ delay } \delta_i, c_i, g_i \rangle \\
\vdots \\
\langle \text{info}_n \mid \text{letter}_n \Rightarrow \text{find}L_n \mid \text{noInfo} \text{ duration } t \text{ difficulty } d \text{ delay } \delta_n, c_n, g_n \rangle
\]

In this way, each delay of each task represents the time which has to elapse from the beginning of the simulation of the interaction with the secondary task in order that the letter appears.

Each task composing the secondary task shares a memory. In this way it is possible to ensure that all tasks are executed in the right order: each task has to put inside the memory the information to be retrieved by the next task to be executed so that a task cannot be carried out until the previous task has not been accomplished (i.e. letters have to be inserted in the correct order).

Moreover, each task composing the secondary task must have the same cognitive load, which has to be equal to the cognitive load of the unique task presented
above. Therefore, the difficulty of each task composing the secondary task is computed according to the following equation:

\[ d_{NEW} = \frac{CL_{OLD} \cdot (t_{NEW} + \delta_{NEW})}{t_{NEW}} \]  

(6.1)

where:

- \( CL_{OLD} \) is the cognitive load of the “old” unique task presented above (computed with Equation 4.1);
- \( t_{NEW} \) is the duration of the “new” (single) tasks, which equals to the duration of the unique task (set according to the average duration for each combination of the number of letters and keys);
- \( \delta_{NEW} \) is the delay of the “new” (single) tasks, set according to the time which has to elapse from the beginning of the simulation in order that each letter appears.

Therefore, we implement the secondary task as a sequence of separate tasks, whose length is equal to the number of letters to be inserted. Each task is composed of a single basic task, whose duration is the average duration for a given combination of number of letters and keys, according to the duration presented in Table 6.1.4. The difficulty of the secondary tasks is computed with Equation 6.1; their criticality is set to 0.1.

For instance, a secondary task where the user (with high PCU) has to insert 4 letters with a single keyboard in 18 seconds would be defined through the following unique task:

\[
\langle \text{noInfo} \mid \text{letter}_1 \Rightarrow \text{findL}_1 \mid \text{noInfo} \; \text{duration} \; 1.2 \; \text{difficulty} \; 6 \; \text{delay} \; 0 \\
\langle \text{noInfo} \mid \text{letter}_2 \Rightarrow \text{findL}_2 \mid \text{noInfo} \; \text{duration} \; 1.2 \; \text{difficulty} \; 6 \; \text{delay} \; 3.3 \\
\langle \text{noInfo} \mid \text{letter}_3 \Rightarrow \text{findL}_3 \mid \text{noInfo} \; \text{duration} \; 1.2 \; \text{difficulty} \; 6 \; \text{delay} \; 3.3 \\
\langle \text{noInfo} \mid \text{letter}_4 \Rightarrow \text{findL}_4 \mid \text{noInfo} \; \text{duration} \; 1.2 \; \text{difficulty} \; 6 \; \text{delay} \; 3.3 \; 0.1, \text{goal}\rangle
\]
where:

- the duration 1.2 is set according to the table 6.1.4 for the tasks with 4 letters and 4 keys for high PCU users;

- the delay of the second, third and fourth basic tasks is computed as the interval of time between the appearance of two letters \((18/4 = 4.5)\), minus the duration of each action (1.2).

The cognitive load of such a unique task is equal to 1.96 (see Equation 4.1).

The translation of the task depicted above would be done with the following 4 tasks:

\[
\langle \text{noinfo} \mid \text{letter}_1 \Rightarrow \text{findL}_1 \mid \text{task2} \rangle
\]
\[
\text{duration 1.2 difficulty 1.96 delay 0, 0.1, goal}_1
\]
\[
\langle \text{task2} \mid \text{letter}_2 \Rightarrow \text{findL}_2 \mid \text{task3} \rangle
\]
\[
\text{duration 1.2 difficulty 9.31 delay 4.5, 0.1, goal}_2
\]
\[
\langle \text{task3} \mid \text{letter}_3 \Rightarrow \text{findL}_3 \mid \text{task4} \rangle
\]
\[
\text{duration 1.2 difficulty 16.66 delay 9, 0.1, goal}_3
\]
\[
\langle \text{task4} \mid \text{letter}_4 \Rightarrow \text{findL}_4 \mid \text{noinfo} \rangle
\]
\[
\text{duration 1.2 difficulty 24.01 delay 13.5, 0.1, goal}_4
\]

where the difficulty of each task is computed with Equation 6.1

**Simulation Settings**

In total, we implement 108 different tests for each combination of PCU levels (3), levels of cognitive load (18), and level of criticality (2). For each of these combinations, we perform 1000 simulations and we compute the average value for the time to complete the simulated secondary task and the maximum time the simulated main task is ignored.

It is worth to note that the simulated tests are approximation of the real users performance. For instance, by modelling the secondary task as a single basic task where the user finds and push the right letter in the keyboard, we cannot simulate
the case where a user goes backward and forward from the main task to the secondary task, to check if the next letter appeared. However, we extract such time from the time passed on the secondary task, and we add it to the time passed on the main task.

### 6.3 Results

A *simulation* consists in the execution of both simulated tasks concurrently and we perform 1000 simulations for each of the 6 groups presented above. Namely during a simulation are executed 18 different tests (one for each level of CL of the secondary task), where the main task has a given criticality according to which of the 2 criticality subgroups we are simulating, and the secondary task has precise durations and difficulties according to which of the 3 PCU groups we are simulating. We perform each simulation in order to check if the “simulated users” behave as the real users. In particular, we observe:

1. If the time passed on the main task with respect to the time passed on the secondary task is equal to that observed in the data;

2. If the number of errors in the main task follows the same distribution of the one observed in the data;

3. If the number of errors in the secondary task follows the same distribution of the one observed in the data.

The time passed on the main task respect to the time passed on the secondary task is what we called criticality in Section 6.1.4.

As regard the main task, we know that it fails as soon as the black pellet reaches one of the red rings, and we know that the minimum number of steps for the pellet to reach a red ring (starting from the green one) is 4 steps; the longer such a task is ignored, the higher is the probability to fail. We thus consider the maximum wait time of the main task – namely the time it has been ignored – as a measure
of the probability to fail it: the higher is the maximum wait time, the higher is the probability.

On the other hand, for the secondary task we consider the time its last task has been executed and finished and we compare such time with the total duration of the task: the higher is such value, the higher is the probability that the secondary task has failed.

Regarding the number of errors observed from data, it is worth to note that it is particularly low and it can be subject to statistical noise. Therefore, we concentrate on the criticality and as regards the errors (for both the main task and the secondary task) we analyse if the simulated trend is similar to the real trend.

**Criticality**

As regards the criticality, we consider the final time of the secondary task as the final time of the entire test (namely the time to perform both tasks), we subtract to such time the duration of each task composing the secondary task (namely the time to perform the secondary task), and we finally compute the percentage of time the simulated test has passed on the main task. We compute the average of such measures for the entire simulation, for each of the six groups.

As shown in Figure 6.3.1 the time simulated users pass on the main task is very close to the time real users pass on the main task: errors go from $-0.2\%$ to $+3.3\%$.

**Tasks Fails**

As regards the errors on the main task, we compute the average of the maximum wait time for the main task of the entire simulation, for each of the six groups, and we compare such measures with the average number of errors for each of the six group.

As shown in Figure 6.3.2 the probability to fail the main task decreases as the level of PCU increases, as well as the number of errors (see Figure 6.3.3) which
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Figure 6.3.1: Time on task T1 for simulated and real users.

Figure 6.3.2: Average wait time when varying PCU.
decreases as the users’ PCU increases.

The probability to fail the main task decreases as well as the criticality increases, and such trend is observed also in the data. Finally, as shown in Figure 6.3.4 and in Figure 6.3.5, the probability of fail and the average number of errors decrease for each of the six groups as the PCU decreases and the criticality passes from low to high.

Regarding the errors on the secondary task, we subtract the final duration of the secondary simulated task to the total duration of the task and we compute the average of such measures for the entire simulation, for each of the six groups.

Also in this case, we notice a decrease of the probability of errors in the secondary task when the PCU level increases, and a growth in the probability of errors when the criticality increases. We observe the same trend in the data.

**Figure 6.3.3:** Average number of errors for T1.
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Figure 6.3.4: Average wait time for simulated tasks for each group.

Figure 6.3.5: Average number of errors for T1 for each group.
This chapter presents our Real-Time Maude implementation of the formal model presented in Chapter 4 [20]. The full executable specification is available at http://www.di.unipi.it/msvbio/software/HumanMultitasking.html.

As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, Real-Time Maude is a rewriting-logic based language and simulation and model checking tool. The specification language is a high level language whose expressiveness enables us to easily define structured objects such as interfaces, tasks and working memory.

Moreover, the specification formalism is especially used to model and analyse distributed real-time systems, since the tool provides a range of timed formal analysis methods (such as timed rewriting for simulation, timed reachability analysis, time bounded linear temporal logic model checking, and timed computational tree logic model checking), which are particularly suitable for our purposes. Indeed, in
our analysis, we focus on different timing aspects and issues of safety-critical human multitasking, e.g. for how long a user could ignore a safety-critical task, or if it is possible that a user ignores a critical task in a crucial moment, or again how long does a user take to finish a critical task.

Furthermore, performing analysis with Real-Time Maude seems reasonable since in such safety-critical human multitasking context the states’ space is tractable. Considering that the set of the states is proportional to the number of parallel tasks and their duration, and the number of tasks that a real user can perform concurrently is limited.

Unfortunately, Real-Time Maude is not a probabilistic language. We could have used the probabilistic specification language PMaude and a model checking tool such as PVeStA. However, such tools would require to manage the time aspects and analyses by hand. We then leave this extension as part of the future work and we make a deterministic approximation of the probabilistic aspects of the model.

We model safety-critical human multitasking in an object-oriented style, where the configuration consists of a number of Interface objects, representing the interfaces of the devices with which the user interacts, a Task object inside each Interface object, defining the task that the user wants to perform on that interface, and a WorkingMemory object, representing the user’s working memory. We present the Maude specification of such classes in Sect. 7.1.

We formalise the choice of tasks to be executed through two functions (rank and bestRank), which we present in Sect. 7.2.

Finally, we model the dynamic behaviour of the system as a set of rewrite rules, which are presented in Sect. 7.3.

Some aspects of the formal model presented in Chapter 4 have been modelled differently in Real-Time Maude:

- We model interfaces on which users can perform a single task at a time, therefore each Interface object can only have one Task object inside it.

- In Chapter 4 we model the selection of the task to be executed next with the
probability $\Phi$, proportional to the factor $\alpha$ of each task (that is a measure of how much the task attracts the user attention). Since Real-Time Maude is not a probabilistic language, we model such a selection in a deterministic way: each interface is characterised by a rank (which is actually equal to the $\alpha$ factor), and the task/interface selection is performed by the function $\text{bestRank}$, which deterministically selects the interface with highest rank in the configuration.

- When the working memory overloads, in the formal model it is deleted an information from the memory associated with an interface chosen with a probability proportional to its wait time. Since Real-Time Maude is not a probabilistic language, we model such a choice in a deterministic way. Given that maintaining information in working memory requires the user attention, and the user attention is on the current task, one information related to other interfaces is nondeterministically forgotten first. If there is no information in the memories of the other interfaces, an information related to the current interface is forgotten.

- Since here we model a single Task object inside each Interface object, the memory associated with each interface is not shared among different tasks. For such a reason, every time a task goal is achieved, the memory associated with the interface on which such a task is executed is emptied, given that the interaction with that interface is completed.

- Each task in Real-Time Maude has a parameter status (not present in the formal model presented in Chapter 4), added for analysis purposes.

- We add the rule $\text{timeout}$ to model the possible expiration of the timeout associated with an interface state. In such a case, the task is simply abandoned thus the task status becomes abandoned.
7.1 Classes

We first model a set of sorts that must be defined by the modeller when using the framework.

```plaintext
1. fmod PARAMETER-SORTS is
2.   sorts Action Cognition BasicInfo Perception InterfaceId .
3. endfm
4
5  --- ACTIONS
6  fmod ACTION is including PARAMETER-SORTS .
7  sort DefAction .  --- actions plus "noAction"
8  subsort Action < DefAction .
9  op noAction : -> DefAction [ctor] .
10 endfm
```

Interface

We model the interfaces as transition systems, where the states are given by what users perceive them to be, and they might be subject to a timeout, capturing the fact that they can expire.

We represent interface's states as a terms of the sort InterfaceState presented in what follows.

```plaintext
1. sorts InterfaceState Perception ExpPerception .
2. subsort Perception < ExpPerception < InterfaceState .
```

Perception and expired perceptions are subsorts of interface states. The term \( p \) for time \( t \) denotes that the user will perceive \( p \) for time \( t \), after which the perception becomes expired \( (p) \).

As regards the interface transitions, we model them as a ‘;’-separated set of single interface transitions.

```plaintext
1. sorts InterfaceTransition InterfaceTransitions .
2. subsort InterfaceTransition < InterfaceTransitions .
3
```
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An interface is represented as an object instance of following class.

```maude
class Interface | task : Object,
transitions : InterfaceTransitions,
previousAction : DefAction,
currentState : InterfaceState.
```

where the attribute `transitions` denotes the transitions of the interface; `task` denotes the task object representing the task that the user will perform on the interface; `previousAction` is the previous action performed on the interface (useful for analysis purposes); and `currentState` is the current state of the interface.

**Task**

Unlike the formal model presented in Chapter 4, in the Real-Time Maude framework, each interface can only have one task object inside it. We model a task as a ‘::’-separated sequence of subtasks, where each subtask is modeled as a sequence of basic tasks.
A task is represented as an object instance of the following class.

```plaintext
class Task | subtasks : Task,
            waitTime : Time,
            status : TaskStatus,
            cognitiveLoad : Rat,
            criticalityLevel : PosRat .
```

where the `subtasks` attribute denotes the remaining sequence of subtasks to be performed; the attribute `waitTime` denotes how long the task has not been executed; the attribute `cognitiveLoad` is the cognitive load of the current subtask; `criticalityLevel` is the task’s criticality; and, finally, the attribute `status` denotes the “status” of the task, which can be `notStarted`, `ongoing`, `abandoned`, or `completed`.

It is worth to note that here we memorise for each task in the configuration, a value for the time it has not been executed; while, in the formal model we memorise the last time a task has been executed (namely its timestamp) in the map $TS$ and we compute the same information dynamically as $GC - TS(I, i)$ (i.e. the value of the global clock minus the timestamp of the $i$-th task of the interface $I$).

### Working Memory

As in the formal model (Sect. 4.1.2), we model the working memory as a map assigning to each interface a set of information useful to interact with it. We model it as an object instance of the class presented in what follows.

```plaintext
class WorkingMemory | memory : Memory,
                     capacity : NzNat .
```

Elements in memory could be an basic information, a cognition or a goal: each of them are subclass of the sort `Information`.

```plaintext
sorts BasicInfo Cognition Goal Information .
subsorts Cognition Goal BasicInfo < Information .
op goal : Action -> Goal .
```
As regards the data type Memory, we define it as follows.

```maude
sort InfoSet .
subsort Information < InfoSet .
op noInfo : -> Information .
sort Memory .
op noMemory : -> Memory .
op _|->_ : InterfaceId InfoSet -> Memory .
op _;_ : Memory Memory -> Memory [assoc comm id: noMemory] .
```

### 7.2 Ranking Function

As mentioned in Chapter 4 (Sect. 4.1.1), each task is characterised by an attention attraction factor $\alpha$, which measures the likelihood that the task will attract the user’s attention. We then compute a probability $\Phi$ for each task, denoting the probability that such task will be executed (see Equation 4.9).

Since Real-Time Maude is not a probabilistic language, we simplify the choice of the next task to be executed and we model it in a deterministic way, by using two functions: `rank` and `bestRank`.

Essentially, we assign to each interface a `rank` factor, computed exactly as the $\alpha$-factor (see Equation 4.4). The task associated with the interface with the highest rank in the configuration is the one that will be executed.

The function `rank` is defined in Listing 7.1.

```maude
var I : InterfaceId .
var TASK : Oid .
vars INF1 INF2 : Information .
var P1 : Perception .
var DACT : DefAction .
var NZT : NzTime .
vars PR PR2 : PosRat .
vars T T2 : Time .
var BTL : Subtask .
var OTHER-SUB-TASKS : Task .
var CL : Rat .
var ACT : Action .
var INFO-SET : InfoSet .
var MEMORY : Memory .
op rank : NEConfiguration Memory -> PosRat .
eq rank(< I : Interface | task :
            < TASK : Task | subtasks : ((INF1 | P1 ==> DACT | INF2
duration NZT difficulty PR delay T2) ...)>
            
```
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Listing 7.1: Rank function.

It specifies that when the task is not pausing (line 17 in Listing 7.1), and it has a goal in memory associated with it (line 16), the rank is computed as the product of the criticality level PR2 of the task, the cognitive load CL of the current subtask, and the waiting time T of the task (line 18). Otherwise, the rank is equal to 0, and the task is not executed (lines 19-20).

A function bestRank is used to calculate the task with the highest rank. The function uses the max function defined in Maude (line 7 in Listing 7.2).

Listing 7.2: bestRank function.

7.3 Rewrite Rules

This section presents a set of rewriting rules, representing the semantics of the formal model (Sect. 4.2).
As already mentioned, the interacting rewrite rule models a user action performed on the interface. We present the Real-Time Maude specification of such a rule in Listing 7.3.

```
1  crl [interacting] :
2    {OTHER-INTERFACES
3      < I : Interface | task :
4        < TASK : Task | subtasks : ((INF1 | P1 ==> DACT | INF2
duration NZT difficulty PR delay 0)
          OTHER-BASIC-TASKS) :: OTHER-SUB-TASKS,
4          waitTime : T1,
4          cognitiveLoad : CL,
4          criticalityLevel : PR2,
4          status : TS >,
4        transitions : (P1 -- DACT --> (P2 for time TI2)) ;
4          currentState : (P1 for time TI),
4          previousAction : DACT2 >
5    )-
6    <=
7    {idle(OTHER-INTERFACES, NZT)
8      < I : Interface | task :
9        < TASK : Task | subtasks :
10       (if OTHER-BASIC-TASKS /= nil
11         then (OTHER-BASIC-TASKS :: OTHER-SUB-TASKS)
12         else OTHER-SUB-TASKS fi),
13        waitTime : 0,
14        status : (if TS == notStarted
15          then ongoing
16          else TS fi),
17        cognitiveLoad : (if OTHER-BASIC-TASKS /= nil
18          then CL
19          else cogLoad(first(OTHER-SUB-TASKS)) fi) >,
19        currentState : (P2 for time TI2),
20        previousAction : DACT >
21    )-
22    in time NZT
23  if (DACT /= ACT) \ (DACT /= noAction)
24  \ card(MEMORY ; (I |-> INF2 goal(ACT) INFO-SET)) <= CAP
25  \ rank(< I : Interface | >, (MEMORY ; (I |-> INF1 goal(ACT) INFO-SET))) == bestRank((< I : Interface | >) OTHER-INTERFACES, (}
```
As the specification shows the rule models the execution of a basic task of the interface with the highest rank (line 35 in Listing 7.3), if the action to be performed is not the goal action and it is different from noAction (line 33), if the application of the rule does not cause a memory overload (line 34), and if the first basic task and one of the interface transitions synchronise (line 4, 10). When the user perceives that the interface is on state P1 (line 4) and he has the information INF1 in memory (line 13), then he can perform the action DACT (line 4). After that:

- the basic task executed is removed from the configuration (lines 18, 21);
- the waitTime of the task is set to 0 since it has been just executed (line 22);
- if the task had not started yet, its status changes from "notStarted" to "ongoing" (lines 23, 25);
- the cognitiveLoad is properly recomputed if the basic task just executed was the last one of a subtask (lines 26, 28);
- the currentState of the interface and its previousAction are updated (lines 29 - 30);
- the information INF1 is replaced by the information INF2 in the memory associated with the selected interface (line 31).

The duration of the rule is specified by the duration of the basic task executed, NZT (line 32). During that time, all other interfaces in configuration idle (line 16). The Real-Time Maude specification of the function idle is presented in Listing 7.4.

```
op idle : Configuration Time -> Configuration .
eq idle(one, T) = none .
eq idle(< I : Interface | task :
    < TASK : Task | subtasks : ((INF1 | P1 == DACT | INF2
        duration NZT difficulty PR delay T2) .
```

Listing 7.4: Interacting rule.

Listing 7.3: Interacting rule.
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Listing 7.4: Idle function.

1. The delay of the first basic task of all other interfaces decreases according to the time elapsed (line 9 in Listing 7.4);
2. The waitTime of all other interfaces increases with the time elapsed (line 11) unless the task is not finished, in such case, it is set to 0 (lines 15 - 16);
3. The remaining time until the states expiration in all other interfaces decreases according to the time elapsed (lines 20 - 21).

Cognitive

The cognitive rewrite rule models a cognitive basic task.
Here again, the rule models the execution of a basic task with the interface with the highest rank (line 24 in Listing 7.5), if the action to be performed is not the goal action and it is equal to noAction (line 22), and if the application of the rule does not cause a memory overload (line 23). However, in this case the rule models a human cognition with no involvement of the interface, where the user replaces the information INF1 with the cognition COG2 (line 20). Also in this case, the basic task just executed is removed from the configuration (line 12), the waitTime is set to 0, and the status and the cognitiveLoad of the task change as in the interacting rule (lines 13 - 19). The duration of the rule is specified by the duration of the basic task, NZT (line 21), during which all other interfaces idle (line
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10).

Closure

The closure rule models the achievement of the goal by the user.

```
1  crl [closure] :
2    {OTHER-INTERFACES
3        < I : Interface | task : < TASK : Task | subtasks : ((INF1 | P1 ==> ACT | INF2 duration NZT difficulty PR delay 0) OTHER-BASIC-TASKS ) :: OTHER-SUB-TASKS,
4            waitTime : T1,
5            cognitiveLoad : CL,
6            criticalityLevel : PR2,
7            status : TS >,
8            transitions : (P1 -- DACT --> (P2 for time TI2)) ; TRANSSES,
9            currentState : (P1 for time TI),
10           previousAction : DACT2 >
11        < WM : WorkingMemory | memory : MEMORY ; (I |-> INFO-SET INF1 goal (ACT)) >}
12    =>
13    {idle(OTHER-INTERFACES, NZT)
14        < I : Interface | task : < TASK : Task | subtasks : (if OTHER-BASIC-TASKS =/= nil then (OTHER-BASIC-TASKS :: OTHER-SUB-TASKS) else OTHER-SUB-TASKS fi),
15            waitTime : 0,
16            cognitiveLoad : CL,
17            status : completed >,
18            currentState : (P2 for time TI2),
19            previousAction : ACT >
20        < WM : WorkingMemory | memory : MEMORY ; (I |-> INFO-SET INF2) >}
21   in time NZT
22   if rank(< I : Interface | >, (MEMORY ; (I |-> INFO-SET INF1 goal(ACT))) ) = bestRank((< I : Interface | >) OTHER-INTERFACES, (MEMORY ; (I |-> INFO-SET INF1 goal(ACT)))) ) .
```

Listing 7.6: Closure rule.

The rule is quite similar to the previous ones, but in this case, the action to perform must be the goal action and we do not care about the memory overload since after performing the action no information useful for the interaction will be added in memory (since the interaction is completed). After the execution of the goal ac-
tion the goal is removed from memory (line 20 in Listing 7.6) and the status is updated to completed (line 17).

**Forgetting**

When the execution of the basic task exceeds the capacity of the working memory, an item must be forgotten, to make room to the new information.

In the forgetting rule presented in Section 4.2.2, it is deleted an information from the memory associated with an interface chosen with a probability proportional to its wait time, in Real-Time Maude we simplify this mechanism given that it is not a probabilistic language. Since maintaining information in WM requires the user’s attention and the user attention is on the current task, one information related to the other interfaces is nondeterministically forgotten first. However, if there are no information related to the other interfaces, an information related to the current interface is forgotten.

We thus model two kinds of rule for the case where the WM overloads while executing a user action, and two kinds of rule for the case where the WM overloads while executing a cognitive basic task. Essentially we have 4 different situations to model:

1. The memory overloads for the addition of a basic information
   
   (a) one information related to other interfaces is forgotten
   
   (b) one information related to the current interface is forgotten

2. The memory overload for the addition of a cognition
   
   (a) one information related to other interfaces is forgotten
   
   (b) one information related to the current interface is forgotten

The rules which model the situation depicted in item 1 above and the situation depicted in item 2 above are quite similar (except for the type of information that leads to the working memory overload and for the type of basic task that will be
performed). We will show just two of these rules: the ones modelling the situations depicted in item 1 (a) and item 1 (b).

The following Listing shows how we model the case when an information related to other interfaces is forgotten.

```plaintext
Listing 7.7: Rule for forgetting information related to other interfaces.
```

Since the Memory is associative and commutative, any memory item \text{INF3} related to any interface \text{I2} different from \text{I} could be forgotten (lines 5, 11 in Listing 7.7). As the specification shows, the rule is applied if the cardinality of the memory related to any other interface \text{I2} in the configuration is different from 0, i.e. there are information related to other interfaces (line 14); if the execution of the basic task would exceed the memory capacity (line 15); and if the removal of an information would solve the memory overload (line 16).

On the other hand, the following Listing shows how we model the case where there are no information related to other interfaces in the configuration (line 12

---

1 some parts of the rule are replaced by ‘…”
of Listing 7.8), in this case an information is forgotten from the current interface (line 9).

```plaintext
lj
{... < I : Interface | task : < TASK : Task | ... > ... >
  < WM : WorkingMemory | memory : MEMORY ;
    (I |-> INF1 goal(ACT) INF3 INFO-SET),
    capacity : CAP >}
=>
{... < I : Interface | task : < TASK : Task | ... > ... >
  < WM : WorkingMemory | memory : MEMORY ;
    (I |-> INF2 goal(ACT) INFO-SET) >}

in time NZT
if (DACT /= ACT)
  \ card(MEMORY) == 0
  \ card((I |-> INF2 goal(ACT) INF3 INFO-SET)) > CAP
  \ rank(< I : Interface | >, (MEMORY ; (I |-> INF1 goal(ACT) INF3 INFO-SET))) == bestRank((< I : Interface | >) OTHER-INTERFACES, (MEMORY ; (I |-> INF1 goal(ACT) INF3 INFO-SET))).
```

**Listing 7.8:** Rule for forgetting information related to the current interface.

### ALL IDLING

If all tasks in configuration are pausing (i.e. the first basic tasks of each task have a delay higher than 0), the time advances until almost one of the delays reaches 0. The following Listing shows how we model such situation.

```plaintext
cl [tickAllIdling] :
{ALL-INTERFACES
  < WM : WorkingMemory | memory : MEMORY ; (I |-> goal(ACT) INFO-SET) >}
=>
{idle(ALL-INTERFACES, MIN-DELAY)
  < WM : WorkingMemory | >}
in time MIN-DELAY
if MIN-DELAY := minDelay(ALL-INTERFACES).
```

**Listing 7.9:** Rule for idling all interfaces.
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The function \texttt{minDelay} (line 8 of Listing 7.9, line 6 of Listing 7.10) returns the lowest delay in the configuration, using the \texttt{min} function defined in Maude (line 8 in Listing 7.10).

\begin{lstlisting}[language=Maude] 1. --- OPERATOR delay
   2. op delay : Object -> TimeInf .

4. --- OPERATOR minDelay
   5. op minDelay : NEConfiguration -> TimeInf .
   6. eq minDelay(OBJECT) = delay(OBJECT) .
   7. eq minDelay(NEC1 NEC2) = min(minDelay(NEC1), minDelay(NEC2)) .
\end{lstlisting}

\textbf{Listing 7.10:} Function \texttt{minDelay}.

\textbf{Timeout}

Finally, our last rule models the expiration of the timeout which sometimes is associated to the \texttt{interfaceState}.

\begin{lstlisting}[language=Maude] 1. rl [timeout] :
2.  {REST
3.   < I : Interface | task : < TASK : Task | >,
4.     currentState : expired(P1) >}
5. =>
6.  {REST
\end{lstlisting}

\textbf{Listing 7.11:} Timeout rule.

The rule concerns only the interface with no involvement in the user’s WM: when the \texttt{currentState} of the current interface I is expired, the status of the task becomes abandoned (line 8 in Listing 7.11).
This chapter illustrates the application of our Real-Time Maude modelling and analysis framework to three case studies to formally verify different safety-critical multitasking situations: a person interacting with a GPS navigation device while driving (Section 8.2), a medical operator setting multiple infusion pumps at the same time (Section 8.3), and an operator of an air traffic control system (Section 8.4). These three case studies show different kinds of errors which might arise in a safety-critical multitasking interaction, and they show that our approach can be applied in different contexts. However, it is worth to note that we do not use real data to define the parameters values, but values that are plausible in such a context used to demonstrate that some situation can be reproduced.

Before presenting such case studies, we explain in Section 8.1 how to use Real-Time Maude to analyse safety-critical human multitasking.
8.1 **Analysing Human Multitasking with Real-Time Maude**

This section shows how Real-Time Maude can be used to analyse whether a user or an operator is able to interact successfully with a set of devices for performing multiple tasks. The properties analysed are of course highly dependent on the initial assumptions about the system that is being examined. In the thesis, we focus on the following potential problems that could arise in multitasking situations:

1. A critical task might be ignored for too long since the user’s attention is addressed to other tasks;

2. One of the tasks, or a critical action, might be ignored in a crucial moment since the user’s attention is addressed to other tasks/actions;

3. The concurrent use of the user’s WM might cause a memory overload and consequently might lead the user to forget some useful information for completing successfully the interaction.

It is worth to remark that although at every step the task to be executed is deterministically chosen according with its rank, a model might still exhibit nondeterminism since:

- If two or more transitions of an Interface object are defined for the current state and action (possibly leading to different next states) one of them is chosen nondeterministically (see *interacting rule* in Sect. 7.3);

- At a certain step, more than one interface might have the same best rank, in which case the task to be given attention is selected nondeterministically among those best-ranked tasks (see *interacting rule* in Sect. 7.3);

- When memory overloads, the memory item that is forgotten is selected nondeterministically (see *forgetting rule* in Sect. 7.3);

Therefore, we need to analyse whether the desired properties hold for a set of interfaces/tasks, by checking all possible behaviours that might nondeterministi-
cally take place from the initial state. To do so, we use Real-Time Maude reachability analysis and analyse whether it is possible to reach a (possibly final) state in which a desired property is violated.

### 8.1.1 Initial State

The initial state should have the following form:

```plaintext
{initializeCognLoad(
    < wm : WorkingMemory | memory :
        interface1 |-> goal(act1) otherItems1 ;
        ... ;
        interfaceN |-> goal(actN) otherItemsN,
        capacity : capacity >
    < interface1 : Interface | task :
        < task1 : Task | subtasks : (b11 ... b1i1) :: ... :: (b1in ... b1im),
        waitTime : 0, cognitiveLoad : 0,
        criticalityLevel : cl1, status : notStarted >
        transitions : trans1,
        previousAction : noAction,
        currentState : perc1 >
    < interfaceN : Interface | task :
        < taskN : Task | subtasks : ..., waitTime : 0,
        cognitiveLoad : 0, criticalityLevel : clN,
        status : notStarted >
        transitions : transN,
        previousAction : noAction,
        currentState : percN >)}
```

**Listing 8.1:** Initial state.

where `interface_k` is the name of the `k`-th interface in the configuration; `task_k` is the task to be performed with/on `interface_k`; `b_{ij}` is the `j`-th basic task of the `i`-th subtask of `task_k`; `cl_k` is the criticality level of `task_k`; `trans_k` are the transitions of `interface_k`; `action_k` is the goal action to be achieved with `interface_k`; `otherItems_k` are other items initially present in the memory for `interface_k`; `perc_k` is the initial state of `interface_k`; and `capacity` is the number of items that can be stored in working memory. The `cognitiveLoad` attributes of all interfaces in the configuration are initialised by the function `initializeCognLoad`, which computes the cognitive load of the first subtask of each task.
8.1.2  Model Checking the Properties

The first key property to analyse is:

*Is it possible that an enabled task \( t \) is ignored continuously for at least time \( \Delta \)?*

This property can be analysed in Real-Time Maude by checking whether it is possible to reach a “bad” state where the \( \text{waitTime} \) attribute of task \( t \) is at least \( \Delta \):

\[
\text{(utsearch [1] } \text{initialState } =>* \\
\text{ {REST:Configuration} \\
\text{ < I:InterfaceId : Interface | task :} \\
\text{ < t: Task | waitTime : T:Time, A:AttributeSet > >} \\
\text{ such that } T:Time \geq \Delta \).
\]

where the variable \( \text{REST:Configuration} \) matches the other objects in the state and the variable \( A:AttributeSet \) captures the other attributes in inner objects.

The second key property is:

*What is the longest time needed to perform a certain action \( a \)?*

This can be analysed using Real-Time Maude’s \text{find latest} command, by finding the longest time needed to reach a state where \text{previousAction} is \( a \):

\[
\text{(find latest } \text{initialState } =>* \\
\text{ {REST:Configuration} \\
\text{ < I:InterfaceId : Interface | previousAction : a >}} \\
\text{ with no time limit .})
\]

We can also use the \text{find latest} command to find out if a task \( t \) is guaranteed to finish before time \( \Delta \):

\[
\text{(find latest } \text{initialState } =>* \\
\text{ {REST:Configuration} \\
\text{ < I:InterfaceId : Interface | task :} \\
\text{ < t: Task | status : completed, A:AttributeSet > >} \\
\text{ with no time limit .})
\]
Another key property to analyse is:

Is it possible that the memory overload leads a task \( t \) to not be completed?

We can analyse it by searching for a “bad” final state where the status of the task \( t \) is not completed:

\[
\text{utsearch } [1] \text{ initialState } => ! \\
\{ \text{REST:Configuration} \\
\text{ < I:InterfaceId : Interface | task : } \\
\text{ < t : Task | status : TS:TaskStatus, A:AttributeSet > } >} \\
\text{such that TS:TaskStatus } \neq \text{ completed .}
\]

If we want to analyse whether it is guaranteed that all tasks can be completed, we just replace \( t \) in this command with a variable T:0id.

If a safety-critical task cannot be completed, or completed in time, we can check whether this is due to the task itself, or the presence of concurrent “distractor” tasks, by analysing an initial state without the distractor tasks.

### 8.2 Using GPS while Driving

Our first case study models a user who interacts with a GPS navigation system while driving [16, 20]. The case study suggests that the interaction with the GPS system could be too much demanding from a cognitive point of view, therefore the GPS interface could be modified in order to have a less demanding task or a mechanism which, under certain conditions (busy urban context, high speed of the car), does not permit to the user to interact with the interface.

After presenting the Real-Time Maude specification of the case study, we present its analysis in Subsection 8.2.1.

We model two interfaces: the car and the GPS. The task of driving is formalised by the Task object presented in Listing 8.2.
Listing 8.2: Driving task.

The driving task consists of the three subtasks:

1. Start driving (lines 2 - 4 in Listing 8.2) consisting of the basic tasks of inserting the car key, turning on the ignition, and start driving;

2. Drive to destination (lines 5 - 10) described as a short trip during which the driver wants to perform a basic driving action at most every three time units;

3. Park and leave the car (line 11 - 12) consisting in stopping the car and removing the key when the driver is arrived at the destination.

The interface of the car is formalised by the Interface object presented in Listing 8.3.
For the GPS navigator, we assume that to enter the destination the user has to type at least partially the address. The navigator then suggests a list of possible destinations, among which the user has to select the right one. Therefore, the GPS task consists of three subtasks: (i) start and choose city; (ii) type the initial $k$ letters of the desired destination; and (iii) choose the right destination among the options given by the GPS.

If the user types the entire address of the destination, the navigator returns a short list of possible matches; if he/she types fewer characters, the navigator returns a longer list, making it harder for the user to find the right destination. We consider two alternatives: (1) the driver types 13 characters and then searches for the destination in a short list; and (2) the driver types just four characters and then searches for the destination in a longer list. The GPS task for case (1) is modelled by the Task object presented in Listing 8.4.

```
< car : Interface | transitions :
  (carOff -- insertKey --> carOn) ;
  (carReady -- startDrive --> straightRoad) ;
  (carOn -- turnKey --> carReady) ;
  (straightRoad -- straight --> straightRoad2) ;
  (straightRoad2 -- straight --> curveLeft) ;
  (curveLeft -- turnLeft --> curveRight) ;
  (curveRight -- turnRight --> straightRoad3) ;
  (straightRoad3 -- straight --> straightRoad4) ;
  (straightRoad4 -- straight --> destination) ;
  (destination -- stopCar --> carStopped) ;
  (carStopped -- pickKey --> carOff),
  task : ... ,
  previousAction : noAction,
  currentState : carOff >
```

**Listing 8.3:** Car interface.

```
< findDestination : Task | subtasks :
  ((noInfo | gpsReady ==> typeSearchMode | noInfo duration 1 difficulty 1/10 delay 0)) ::
  ((noInfo | chooseCity ==> selectCity | noInfo duration 2 difficulty 5/10 delay 2)) ::
  ((noInfo | typing1 ==> typeSomething | noInfo duration 1 difficulty 3/10 delay 3)
```
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Listing 8.4: GPS task.

Case (2) is modelled similarly, but with only four typing actions before pushing the search button. In that case, the last basic task (choosing destination from a larger list) has duration $5$ and difficulty $\frac{6}{10}$.

The GPS interface in case (1) is defined by the Interface object presented in Listing 8.5:

```
< gps : Interface | transitions :
  (gpsReady -- typeSearchMode --> chooseCity) ;
  (chooseCity -- selectCity --> typing1) ;
  (typing1 -- typeSomething --> typing2) ;
  (typing2 -- typeSomething --> typing3) ;
  ...
  (typing13 -- pushSearchBtn --> searching) ;
  (searching -- chooseAddress --> gpsReady),
  task : ..., previousAction : noAction,
  currentState : gpsReady >
```

Listing 8.5: GPS interface.

The initial state of the working memory is presented in Listing 8.6.

```
< wm : WorkingMemory | capacity : 5, memory :
  (car |-> goal(pickKey)) ;
  (gps |-> goal(chooseAddress)) >
```

Listing 8.6: Initial state of the working memory.

8.2.1 ANALYSIS

We use the techniques in Section 8.1 to analyse our models. We first analyse whether an enabled driving task can be ignored for more than six seconds:
Real-Time Maude finds no such bad state when the driver types 13 characters:

No solution

However, when the driver only types four characters, the command returns a bad state:

Solution 1

\[ T: \text{Time} \rightarrow 7 \]

The driver types the last two characters and finds the destination in the long list without turning his/her attention to driving in-between.

Sometimes even a brief distraction can be dangerous. For instance, when the road turns, a delay of seven time units in making the turn could be dangerous. We check the longest time needed for the driver to complete the \texttt{turnLeft} action:

Real-Time Maude shows that the left turn action is completed at time 24:

Result:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{< car : Interface | currentState : curveRight, previousAction : turnLeft, task : < driving : Task | cognitiveLoad : 1/24, criticalityLevel : 3/5, status : ongoing, subtasks :…, waitTime : 0 >, transitions :… > } \\
\text{< gps : Interface | currentState : gpsReady,}
\end{array}
\]
previousAction : chooseAddress,
task : < findDestination : Task | cognitiveLoad: 3/5,
criticalityLevel: 3/10, status: completed,
subtasks : emptyTask, waitTime : 0 >,
transitions : ...>
< wm : WorkingMemory | capacity : 5,
memory : car |-> keyInserted goal(pickKey) ;
gps |-> noInfo >}
in time 24

However, the same analysis with an initial state without the GPS interface object and task shows that an undistracted driver finishes the left turn at time 17:

Result: { ... } in time 17

8.3 Interacting with Multiple Infusion Pumps

This section illustrates the application of the framework to a case study based on an experiment described in [7], where users were asked to interact with two medical devices [19]. The aim of the experiment was to study multitasking strategies adopted by clinicians, to assess whether particular strategies could induce omission errors, e.g. forgetting to perform a procedural step required to complete the task.

In [56], Harrison et al. model and analyse the same case study. The results they provide by the analysis of the case study are similar to our results, however their analysis explains omission errors in terms of salience of information, resulting in redesign solutions related to the visibility of specific user interface elements. Our framework, on the other hand, provides a different view on the problem, showing that certain omission errors could be interpreted in terms of CL – in these cases, redesign solutions that simply enhance visibility of certain user interface elements might not be sufficient to prevent the problem.

After a brief introduction to the case study, we give its Real-Time Maude specification in Subsection 8.3.1, we present the case study’s analysis in Subsection 8.3.2,
and we finally present the model and the analysis of a redesign solution in Subsection 8.3.3.

The original experiment involved the use of two simulated infusion pumps (see Figure 8.3.1). Infusion pumps are medical devices routinely used in hospitals to inject fluids (e.g., drugs or nutrients) in the bloodstream of a patient in precise amount and at controlled rates. The devices under consideration provide a front panel with a display and a number of buttons used by clinicians to configure, operate, and monitor the pump. To set up an infusion pump, clinicians are usually required to perform five main steps:

- **Step 1.** Read infusion parameters, typically volume to be infused (vtbi) and infusion duration or infusion rate, from a prescription chart;

- **Step 2.** Enter the infusion parameters using the data entry system provided by the pump;

- **Step 3.** Connect the pump to the patient using a “giving set” (a transparent plastic tube with a needle at one end, and a bag with fluid at the other end);

- **Step 4.** Open the roller clamp to allow the fluid to circulate;

- **Step 5.** Start the infusion.
Table 8.3.1: A possible multitasking strategy for setting up two infusion pumps.

Intensive care patients may be connected to more than one infusion pump at the same time. When multiple infusion pumps need to be configured, clinicians may choose to interleave the steps necessary for setting up the two pumps. This is usually done to optimise cognitive resources (e.g., memory load), or time (e.g., to perform operations on one pump while waiting that the other pump complete an operation) [7].

Different multitasking strategies may produce different memory loads. An example multitasking strategy for setting up the two pumps is shown in Table 8.3.1. The question we consider is “What is the memory load necessary to complete a given task successfully using a particular multitasking strategy?” An answer to this question could help manufacturers design devices that are simpler to use. It could also be used by hospitals, to develop better training material for clinicians. Academic researchers would also gain benefits, e.g., to test cognitive hypotheses before running an experimental study.
8.3.1 Modelling of multitasking strategies

The model includes interfaces representing each pump. The concurrent tasks relate to the procedure for setting vtbi and time values for the two pumps. To set the values, clinicians must read and memorise the values provided by the prescription chart, and then use the pumps’ data entry system to enter the values.

The specification of the task for setting up Pump 1 is shown in Listing 8.7 (the task for setting up Pump 2 is specified the same way).

```
< settingPump1 : Task | subtasks :
  ((noInfo | prescriptionFormVtbiP1 ==> noAction|vtbi300 duration 1
difficulty 2/10 delay 0)
  (vtbi300 | setVTBIP1 ==> type300 | noInfo duration 1 difficulty 2/10
delay 0)) ::
  ((noInfo | prescriptionFormTimeP1 ==> noAction|time3 duration 1
difficulty 2/10 delay 0)
  (time3 | setTimeP1 ==> type3 | noInfo duration 1 difficulty 2/10
delay 0)) ::
  ((clampOpeningP1 | clampP1 ==> openClampP1|noInfo duration 1
difficulty 2/10 delay 0)) ::
  ((noInfo | infusionReadyP1 ==> startInfusionP1|noInfo duration 1
difficulty 2/10 delay 0)),
  status : notStarted, cognitiveLoad : 0,
  criticalityLevel : 6/10, waitTime : 0 >
```

**Listing 8.7:** Specification of the task for Pump1.

The task for setting Pump 1 consists of six basic tasks, grouped into four subtasks:

1. Read and memorise the vtbi value for pump 1 from the prescription chart (line 1 in Listing 8.7);
2. Enter vtbi in pump 1 (line 2);
3. Read and memorise the infusion duration for pump 1 from the prescription chart (line 3);
4. Enter infusion duration in pump 1 (line 4);
5. Open clamp 1 (line 5);
6. Start infusion (line 6).

The basic task at line 2 in Listing 8.7 models a cognitive basic task: the operator reads from the prescription chart the vtbi value for the pump 1, he/she finds out that the value to be inserted is 300 and inserts into his/her working memory the cognition vtbi300.

8.3.2 Analysis

To perform the analysis, two initial states are required which contain hypotheses about the memory load necessary to complete the task. An example initial state is in Listing 8.8, where \( x \) is the capacity of the WM (line 4).

```
< wm : WorkingMemory | memory :
  (pump1 |-> goal(startInfusionP1) clampOpeningP1);
  (pump2 |-> goal(startInfusionP2) clampOpeningP2),
  capacity : x >
```

Listing 8.8: Example initial state of WM.

Lines 2 and 3 represent the hypotheses about the initial content of the WM. Two goals are specified (i.e., starting the infusion), and two memory items to remember to open the roller clamps before starting the infusion (clampOpeningP1 and clampOpeningP2).

Real Time Maude is then used to check whether a given WM capacity is sufficient to achieve the goal. This helps to obtain a quantitative evaluation of the complexity of the task (in terms of memory load) and to identify situations where the multitasking strategy could exceed the WM capacity of the operator.

The following search command in Real Time Maude checks whether there is any such situation where the user forgets a piece of information that is relevant to the tasks and is therefore unable to complete the tasks successfully:

```
Maude> (utsearch [1] {initState1} =>!
  {< I:InterfaceId : Interface / task:
    < T:Oid : Task / status : TS:TaskStatus,
      A:AttributeSet > > REST:Configuration}
  such that TS:TaskStatus =/= completed .)
```
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For the considered case study, the model checker finds interleaving strategies where the user is not able to complete the tasks when the capacity of the WM is set to 5. One such example is in Table 8.3.1: with WM capacity set to 5, the user can perform correctly the concurrent tasks up to *enter time* 2 (i.e., an omission error occurs for action *open clamp* 2). If the WM capacity is set to 6, on the other hand, the analysis indicates that the user is always able to reach the goal successfully, using any multitasking strategy.

The results of our analysis are in line with the experimental results obtained in [7], and provide an explanation to the omission error in terms of CL.

### 8.3.3 Modelling and Analysing a Redesigned Interface

To check whether a design solution could be adopted to reduce memory load, the pump design was modified using the Next-Action Cueing technique [31]. A set of cues is presented in the user interface of the system at appropriate moments, to remind the operator what action should be performed next. For example, when the clamp needs to be opened, the operator does not need to retrieve this information from WM if there is a visual cue on the pump screen that indicates what needs to be done (e.g., a simple message “OPEN CLAMP” on the display of the pump). By using this approach the operator is not required to remember all information from the beginning of the interaction, as information can be gathered just by looking at the cues on the front panel of the injector device.

This design solution was added to the model, by introducing a cognitive basic task in the subtask for setting up an infusion pump: perceiving the cue will trigger the activation and execution of a certain action. Such redesigned task is presented in Listing 8.9.

```
{(noInfo | prescriptionFormVtbiP1 ==> noAction|vtbi300 duration 1 difficulty 2/10 delay 0) ::
  (vtbi300 | setVtbiP1 ==> type300 | noInfo duration 1 difficulty 2/10 delay 0) ::
  {(noInfo | prescriptionFormTimeP1 ==> noAction|time3 duration 1 difficulty 2/10 delay 0) ::
  (time3 | setTimeP1 ==> type3|noInfo duration 1 difficulty 2/10 delay 0) ::}
```
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Listing 8.9: Modified task for setting up Pump1.

The basic task at line 5 in Listing 8.9 models the cognitive basic task mentioned above: the operator, by looking at the pump interface, notices a signal and understands that he/she has to open the clamp. He/she then inserts into his/her working memory the cognition $\text{clampOpeningP1}$, which he/she uses in the next basic task to perform the action $\text{openClampP1}$ with the pump$1$ interface.

Analysis of this new version of the task indicates that the user is always able to complete the tasks with a WM capacity of 5 for all possible interleaving strategies.

8.4 Air Traffic Control Operator

This Section illustrates the application of our framework to the study of an air traffic control (ATC) operator [17]. We present the Real-Time Maude specification in Subsection 8.4.1, and the analysis of different ATC scenarios in Subsections 8.4.2 and 8.4.3.

ATC operators are personnel responsible for monitoring and controlling air traffic. They usually work in ATC centres and control towers on the ground, by monitoring the position, speed, altitude, and route of aircraft in their assigned sector, visually and by radar. In addition, they also deal with radio communication with pilots to give them instructions and to receive useful information about the flights, which they report on flight progress strips (FPSs or strips). Such FPS are paper strips used to record basic information for each aircraft, such as callsign, aircraft type, destination, altitude, planned route, flight level (FL), etc. Controllers update strips dynamically as they control the associated aircraft through their sectors. One of the main tasks of ACT operators is to avoid flight collisions, i.e. to avoid that the distance between aircraft goes below a minimum prescribed distance. When this
happens, they say that the aircraft violates separation. Air traffic controllers can also transfer an aircraft to the next sector controller when they are too busy, or assign one of their tasks to an assistant.

Despite the availability of advanced radar and technological support, strips and other aids, ATC operators heavily rely on working memory, by encoding, storing and retrieving information recently perceived about aircraft and the environment, such as pilot requests, information about the flights, weather reports, and so on [101].

8.4.1 Modeling ATC tasks

We focus on the following three tasks that controllers have to carry out concurrently:

1. Monitoring a radar sector to: (i) keep the distance between aircraft under control and avoid possible collisions; (ii) move an aircraft to the next sector controller when they are too busy; and (iii) visually perceive new information about flights.

2. Managing pilots’ calls to update information about flights on strips.

3. Checking that an assistant carries out assigned tasks.

For the first of these tasks, we model a different monitoring task and consequently, a different radar interface, for each critical zone of the radar sector to be monitored. The monitoring task is essentially a set of three different subtasks; we show each subtask of this task separately:

1. Controlling parts of the screen, possibly adding information about flights to the memory.

```plaintext
< monitoring : Task | subtasks :
 1. ((noInfo | Screen1 ==> lookAtScreen1 | noInfo duration 4
difficulty 4/10 delay 0))
 2. ((noInfo | Screen2 ==> lookAtScreen2 | updFL duration 4
difficulty 4/10 delay 0))
```
Listing 8.10: First subtask of the monitoring task.

This subtask consists of three basic tasks of looking at different parts of the screen. The second basic task (Line 3 in Listing 8.10) models that, while looking at a section of the screen, the ATC operator notices that one of the aircraft has changed its flight level, and the operator adds this basic information (updFL) to his/her memory.

ii. Monitoring a possible collision.

Listing 8.11: Second subtask of the monitoring task.

This subtask consists of two basic tasks. The first (line 2 in Listing 8.11) is a cognitive basic task which models that the ATC operator, while looking at the screen, understands that a collision could happen. He/she then adds the cognition possibleClsn1 to his/her memory. She therefore changes his/her mental plan by recovering such a cognition from his/her working memory and monitors the possible collision in the second basic task (line 3).

iii. Moving an aircraft to the next sector controller, activated by a cognition about the presence of too many aircraft on the screen.
This subtask consists of three basic tasks. The first one (line 2 in Listing 8.12) is explained above. The second one (line 3) is a cognitive basic task which models the ATC operator realising that there are too many aircraft in his/her sector, and he/she then adds the cognition movingAircraft to his/her working memory. In the third basic task (line 4), he/she retrieves this cognition from his/her working memory and moves an aircraft to the next sector controller.

The end of the code above shows the remaining attributes of the Task object monitoring.

The criticality level of the monitoring tasks could vary, depending on the number of aircraft present in the sector or their type: some of them could require little active control, such as overflights, “lows and slows,” and aircraft on the pilots’ own navigation or on a radar route [101].

The radar interface associated to such monitoring task is defined by the Interface object presented in Listing 8.13.
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For the second task above, we model a radio communication task, and consequently a radio interface, for each communication with a different pilot. It consists of a sequence of subtasks modelling the pilot’s calls and the updating of strips with the information received, and is formalised by the Task object presented in Listing 8.14.

```plaintext
< radioCommunication : Task | subtasks :
  ((noInfo | call1 ==> communicating1 | updatingAltitude duration 3
difficulty 4/10 delay 7)) ::
  ((updatingAltitude | strip1 ==> updating1 | noInfo duration 2
difficulty 3/10 delay 0)) ::
  ((noInfo | call2 ==> communicating2 | updatingRoute duration 3
difficulty 4/10 delay 5)) ::
  ((updatingRoute | strip2 ==> updating2 | noInfo duration 2 difficulty
3/10 delay 0)) ::
  ((noInfo | call3 ==> communicating3 | updatingFL duration 3 difficulty
4/10 delay 2)) ::
  ((updatingFL | strip3 ==> updating3 | noInfo duration 2 difficulty
3/10 delay 0)) ::
waitTime : 0, criticalityLevel : 4/10,
cognitiveLoad : 0, status : notStarted >
```

**Listing 8.14:** Radio communication task.

For example, first subtask (line 2 in Listing 8.14) models a call from a pilot, who tells the ATC operator about an update of the altitude (updatingAltitude), and the following addition of this information to the ATC operator’s working memory. The operator then uses this information in the second subtask (line 3) where he/she retrieves the information from memory and updates the altitude on the flight’s strip.

The criticality level of the radio communication task could vary according to the type of aircraft the controller is receiving information from. The radio interface associated to such a communication task is formalised by the object presented in Listing 8.15.

```plaintext
< radio : Interface |
  transitions :
  (call1 -- communicating1 --> strip1) ;
  (strip1 -- updating1 --> call2) ;
  (call2 -- communicating2 --> strip2) ;
```
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Finally, the third task, checking that an assistant carries out an assignment, is formalised by the object presented in Listing 8.16.

```
< checkingAssignedTask : Task | subtasks :
  ((noInfo | assistantReady ==> checkingTask | noInfo duration 3
difficulty 3/10 delay 0)),
waitTime : 0,
status : notStarted,
criticalityLevel : 3/10,
cognitiveLoad : 0 >
```

Listing 8.16: Task of checking that an assistant carries out an assignment.

We model the assistant as an interface with which the controller has to interact: he/she is formalised by the Interface object presented in Listing 8.17

```
< assistant : Interface |
  transitions :
    (assistantReady -- checkingTask --> stop),
task : < checkingAssignedTask : Task | ... >,
previousAction : noAction,
currentState : assistantReady >
```

Listing 8.17: Assistent interface.

### 8.4.2 Analysing Urgency

As in the car/GPS example, some of the tasks are not only characterised by high criticality but also by urgency. If two aircraft violate separation, the controller has to monitor the identified conflict situation as soon as he/she perceives it. The fact that many such tasks may have to be performed at the same time could lead to
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a dangerous situation where some urgent actions are not performed when they should.

To analyse urgency, we model a situation where an air traffic controller monitors his/her radar sector while communicating with a pilot via radio. During the monitoring activity, the ATC operator finds three possible collisions (we model three subtasks with actions \texttt{monitorClsn1}, \texttt{monitorClsn2}, and \texttt{monitorClsn3}); however, the radio communication task might prevent him/her from monitoring such collisions at a specific time.

We check the longest time needed for the controller to complete all \texttt{monitorClsnX} actions:

\texttt{Maude> (find latest \{initState1\} =>\* \\
\{< radar: Interface | previousAction: monitorClsn > \\
\hspace{1cm} REST:Configuration \} \\
\hspace{1cm} with no time limit .)}

The result of this analysis shows that the \texttt{monitorClsn1} action is completed at time 15, the \texttt{monitorClsn2} action is completed at time 42, and the \texttt{monitorClsn3} action is completed at time 57. However, the same analysis with an initial state with just the radar interface object and task shows that when the ACT operator is not distracted, he/she finishes the \texttt{monitorClsn2} action at time 50 – 8 time units \textit{later} than in the multitasking scenario – and the \texttt{monitorClsn3} action completes at time 72, i.e. 15 time units later than in the multitasking scenario.

8.4.3 Analysing Memory Failures due to Multitasking

Analysis of interviews with air traffic controllers in [101] indicate that memory errors are associated with working memory overload and distraction. We focus on three kinds of errors presented in the report by modelling, simulating, and analysing them, and we try to give a plausible explanation of these errors in term of cognitive causes: \textit{prospective memory failure}, \textit{retrospective memory failure}, and \textit{forgetting temporary information}. 
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Prospective Memory Failure

Prospective memory is the form of memory involved in remembering to perform a planned action. Sixteen errors presented in [101] involve prospective memory failure.

To analyze prospective memory failures, we model a situation where the controller monitors three different zones in her radar sector while communicating with two different pilots and checking that an assistant carries out an assigned task. The checking assignment task has a delay of 20 time units, since controller plans to perform this task in the future.

The initial state of the working memory is presented in Listing 8.18.

```
< um : WorkingMemory | capacity\,: 7,
  memory : (radar1 |-> goal(lookAtScreen3)) ;
  (radar2 |-> goal(lookAtScreen12)) ;
  (radar3 |-> goal(lookAtScreen7)) ;
  (radio1 |-> goal(updating1)) ;
  (radio2 |-> goal(updating2)) ;
  (assistant |-> goal(checkingTask)) >
```

Listing 8.18: Initial state of the working memory.

We check if all tasks are guaranteed to be completed:

```
Maude > (utsearch [1] initState1 =>!
  {< I:InterfaceId : Interface | task :
    < T:Oid : Task | status : TS:TaskStatus,
     A:AttributeSet > >
    REST:Configuration } 
  such that TS:TaskStatus /= completed .)
```

and we find a bad state: the goal associated to the assistant interface is deleted from memory and the controller cannot complete the checking assignment task.

Retrospective Memory Failure

Retrospective memory is the memory of people, words, or events encountered or experienced in the past. Three of the errors presented in [101] involve retrospective memory failure: controllers lose track of task progress since they forget the
action previously performed. Task interruptions have disruptive effects on task performance, although several studies show that they have different consequences when performed at different moments [1, 60].

To analyse retrospective memory failures, we model a situation where the air traffic controller monitors the radar and decides to move an aircraft to the next controller’s sector when he/she perceives that she is too busy. At the same time, he/she has to answer three different calls from pilots and annotate the information received by them on strips.

We show that interrupting the monitoring task at different moments can have different consequences. We model two initial states, initState1 and initState2. In the first one the controller receives three calls after a delay of 7, 8 and 9 time units, respectively; in the second one the controller receives three calls after a delay of 8, 9 and 10 time units, respectively. The difficulties of the radio communication tasks have been set in order to have the same cognitive load for each task.

We check whether or not all tasks are guaranteed to complete for both initial states. Our analysis found an undesired state for initState1, and no such state for initState2. In the first case the main task is interrupted after the operator decides to transfer the aircraft: the addition of new information from calls lead to memory overload which resulted in forgetting this decision. In the second case the monitoring task is not interrupted after the controller’s decision to move the aircraft.

**Forgetting Temporary Information**

Many of the errors reported in [101] concern forgetting temporary information. Some of these errors involve forgetting about the presence of aircraft that require little active control. To analyse such errors, we model a situation where the air traffic controller monitors different zones of the radar screen at the same time. Some of these zones have highly critical situations to monitor, while one of them have aircraft that require low control and thus have lower criticality. We show that the controller can forget the less critical sector because he/she is distracted by other
sectors, and too much information is added to his/her memory.

We model five interfaces representing the different zones of the screen. Each zone has a different cognitive load and a different criticality level, depending on the number of flights and the type of aircraft flying there.

We analyse whether all tasks are guaranteed to be completed. The usual command shows that the task associated with the zone with low criticality, representing a zone with flights which require little control, does not complete because that task’s goal is deleted from the working memory. We check if the task associated with that zone is at least started with commands:

\[
\text{Maude} \triangleright (\text{find latest \{initState1\} =>*}
\begin{align*}
\text{\{< zone2: Interface | previousAction: lookAtScreen4 >} & \\
\text{REST:Configuration } & \\
\text{with no time limit .}
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\text{Maude} \triangleright (\text{find latest \{initState1\} =>*}
\begin{align*}
\text{\{< radar: Interface | previousAction: lookAtScreen12 >} & \\
\text{REST:Configuration } & \\
\text{with no time limit .}
\end{align*}
\]

The first command shows that the first action of the task is performed at time 33, while the second command shows that the last action of the task is never performed.
Conclusion

In this thesis we have developed a new model of safety-critical human multitasking which describes the cognitive processes involved in HCI, and the human working memory according with results from applied psychology on human selective attention and on working memory.

The model consists of a set of interfaces representing the interfaces of the devices with which the user interacts performing tasks, which are described as sequences of subtasks (which in turn are sequences of basic tasks) representing single scenarios. Tasks are characterised by a measure of how much they are cognitively demanding, and since we focus on safety-critical multitasking, they also include a measure of how much they are critical. Since we consider structured task where each basic task can idle waiting to be enabled, we define a new function to compute the cognitive load of each task, based on psychological literature; the cog-
nitive load of each task changes every time a new subtask begins and remains the same throughout its execution.

The semantics of the model is defined as a purely probabilistic transition system (PPTS), whose configuration includes a set of tasks, a map assigning to each task its cognitive load, a map storing the current state of the interfaces, a map storing the last time each task was executed, a global clock, and a working memory modelled as a map assigning to each interface the information useful for the interaction with it. The transition relation is defined in an inductive way by a set of inference rules, each of which models the different cognitive behaviour involved in multitasking interaction and determine how attention is directed to the different tasks and how this would change the state of the PPTS. The switching of attention from a task to another has been modelled through a new algorithm based on the tasks’ cognitive load, their criticality and the time they were ignored.

We implemented the model as a simulator which enables us to get a quick feedback about whether a human can safely perform multiple tasks concurrently. Moreover, although the selective attention algorithm is consistent with the relevant psychological literature, we validate our algorithm against data collected from an experimental study with real users involved concurrently in one critical task and one “distractor” task with different levels of cognitive load. We validate the capability of the algorithm to produce relevant results, given adequate parameters. It should be clear that concrete models will have to be fine tuned with the help of domain and human factors experts as their validity is dependent on the values used.

Moreover, we implemented the model as an executable framework in Real-Time Maude, which enables us to model, simulate and analyse safety-critical human multitasking through reachability analysis. We showed how the Real-Time Maude framework is able to analyse different problems in safety-critical human multitasking such as errors caused by user distractions, cognitive overload and memory overload. We finally illustrated our framework with three case studies from different application domains: a user interacting with a GPS navigation system while driving, a medical operator setting multiple infusion pumps simultaneously, and an air traffic control (ATC) operator dealing with some typical ATC scenarios in-
volving memory errors.

Our modelling and analysis approach is intended for developers of interactive critical systems to identify plausible human multitasking strategies that are likely to be adopted by users when using multiple interactive systems at the same time and to estimate the memory load necessary to complete concurrent tasks. It can also be used to identify plausible problems in the interaction with the systems due to cognitive overload. This type of analysis is especially useful at the early stages of system design, to better understand the effort necessary to operate the system when an implementation or a prototype of the system is unavailable. The analysis can also be used retrospectively, to analyse already implemented systems and complement results from user studies.

Given a specific case study to analyse, whose real data and results are held, with our analysis approach the analyst can create a model using the real values held for some of the parameters of the model (i.e. duration and delay), and some valid values for the not measurable parameters (i.e. difficulty and criticality). Then, the analyst has to fine-tune the non-measurable parameters by running the simulations until the results agree with the held case study results. Once all values are held, he/she can use the Real-Time Maude framework to perform analyses.

It is worth to note that the analysis needs to be done knowing the system the developers want to check, in order to identify the criticalities observed by the analysis and in order to distinguish real criticalities from not-problematic ones.

The proposed framework could be further developed in different directions. Since Real-Time Maude is not a probabilistic rewriting logic language, some aspects of the framework (e.g. the selective attention algorithm) are essentially deterministic.

Even if such simplification exists, it is worth to note that the set of possible behaviours analysed by the model checker is a subset of all the possible correct behaviours: the Real-Time Maude framework considers just the more likely one, which is, nevertheless, one of the correct behaviours of the system.

However, the framework could be extended to a probabilistic setting, according to the formal model proposed. Such probabilistic real-time models could then be
subjected to statistical model checking analysis using tools such as PVeStA \cite{2}.

From data collected from the experimental study (presented in Chapter 6), we observed that when users interact with a timed task (i.e. a task with a strict deadline), usually they tend to stay more on the task when such a deadline is close. Therefore, we could modify the computation of the \( \alpha \) factor, taking into account such aspect. For instance, the criticality parameter could be defined as a function of the time left for the expiration of the task deadline.

Moreover, we could add to our model the definition of other cognitive systems: for instance, by adding the long term memory we would be able to model tasks where information are not volatile but have to be retrieved from the long term memory of the user. Moreover, in \cite{81} is presented an hybrid automata model of the dopamine system; the dopamine is a neurotransmitter responsible for the human perception of the satisfaction, which strongly stimulates the attention, the memory and the learning. We could integrate in our framework the model developed in \cite{81} in order to simulate and analyse the satisfaction of the user in a multitasking interaction.

We could also extend some existing model (e.g. the ACT-R model) with our multitasking model. Finally, we could compare our model with related models of human multitasking on selected case studies, and apply it to other safety-critical multitasking applications.
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